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NOMENCLATURE
H° Ideal gas enthalpy (Btu/lb)
C' Isobaric heat capacity, ideal gas value






W Third parameter used in this investigation
B,C,D,C^ Constants in the modified BWR equation of state 
X Mole fraction
Z Compressibility factor
Z Canonical ensemble partition function
R Gas constant
F Root mean square deviation of enthalpy departure
N Number of molecules
I Summation
C Constant for the least mean square fit
x




a Molecular distance parameter
u)(r),Y,£ Constants in the modified BWR equation 
e Molecular energy parameter
A Difference
Subscripts
c Critical point property









12 Interaction between component 1 and component 2
13 Interaction between component 1 and component 3
23 Interaction between component 2 and component 3
Superscript
0 Zero pressure value
x i
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to determine the 
adequacy of corresponding states to predict the enthalpy 
departure of non-polar fluids under pressure, and to compare 
several methods of prediction.
The enthalpy departure for pure ethane, a mixture of 
ethane-propane, with a composition of 27, 50, and 7 6 mole 
percent ethane, and for one set of a ternary mixture, 36.9 
mole precent methane, 30.5 mole percent ethane, and 32.5 mole 
percent propane were correlated using the generalized corres­
ponding state principle, and a modified Bendedict-Webb-Rubin 
equation of state.
These correlations were applied at high pressure from 
500 psia up to 2000 psia, and at a wide range of temperature 
from -100°F up to 300°F.
A computer program was developed to use the three para­
meters corresponding state principle along with reference 
reduced enthalpy tables from the literature (26) .
Methane and propane were chosen as the two reference 
components where the correlation is valid between reduced
x i i
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pressure up to 3.0, including much of liquid, gaseous- and 
critical regions. The enthalpy departure for pure ethane 
was predicted, then an optimization program was introduced 
to determine the optimum values of the pseudo critical con­
stants, and the acentric factor. Also the program was used 
to predict the enthalpy departure for the binary and ternary 
mixture.
The results agreed with the recent experimental data 
from the literature (7) to within (1.0 Btu/lb) for the binary 
mixtures, ( . 6 6 Btu/lb) for the ternary mixture, and to less 
than (2.0 Btu/lb) in the liquid and gasous regions, but it 
does not hold at the critical point for ethane.
Another computer program was developed to use the modi­
fied BWR equation of state, with the same data for ethane, 
the binary mixtures, and the ternary mixture. The results 
agreed with the experimental data, but with less accuracy 
than the previous method, except for ethane at the critical 
region.
A modification on the Pitzer-Hultgren equation (4) has 
been introduced to predict the pseudo critical constants and 
the acentric factor for the ternary mixture.
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INTRODUCTION
A reliable method for estimating the liquid and vapor 
phase enthalpies of different fluids is of critical impor­
tance in many calculations encountered in the petroleum and 
chemical industries. In the past few years, a number of 
generalized correlations have appeared in the literature.
Most of them are not general enough in terms of the compounds 
to which they apply, or are not in an analytical form, or 
have a limited temperature range (10, 14, 20). However, 
some of these methods which are related to a corresponding 
states principle gave promising results when applied using 
the three-parameter corresponding states for non-polar fluids 
(6 , 24, 25, 26), and the four-parameter corresponding states 
for polar and nonpolar fluids (16, 2 1 ).
The principle application of the corresponding states 
principle (csp) is the prediction of unknown properties of 
many fluids from the known properties of a few (15, 18, 21). 
It also makes possible the utilization of some important 
developments in statistical mechanics which would otherwise 
be prohibited by computational difficulties.
1
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CSP is valid for the greatest number of systems, and 
can be extended in various ways to systems for which data 
are not available.
In addition, its fundamental validity has been estab­
lished from statistical mechanics (9, 10).
Also, results of comparison of methods of prediction 
with experimental dat&(24, 25) have indicated that correla­
tions based on a three parameters CSP could predict the 
enthalpy of fluid * mixtures with at least an accuracy comparable 
to other methods. The study shows (25) that for mixtures, 
the results can be improved by making a better selection of 
mixing rules.
The study conducted by Yesavage (26) on binary mixture 
of methane-propane mixture was extended in this research to 
the ethane-propane mixture, and a ternary mixture of (methane- 
ethane-propane) for which accurate experimental enthalpy 
departures are available (7) over a wide range of tempera­
ture and pressure.
These predictions will show the validity of the methods 
based on the three parameter CSP when applied to predict the 
enthalpy departures of pure fluids, and binary mixtures.
Also it will show how the results obtained for binary mixtures 
in this investigation along with results from the literature 
(1 2 , 26) can be used to predict the pseudocriticals and
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acentric factor for the ternary mixture which will be used 
to predict the enthalpy departure from the CSP.
This approach has a number of advantages. It avoids 
altogether the uncertainties in extrapolating liquid or vapor 
fugacities into regions where they do not exist (1 0 ).
It avoids the problem of defining equation of state 
constants for mixtures in using an equation of state (8 , 1 0 ). 
It has a great deal of flexibility in allowing the pure 
reference fluid properties to be utilized in either tabular 
form (generalized corresponding states correlations), or an 
analytical equation of state (BWR equation of state).
The Pitzer-Hultgren mixing rule for binary mixture (4) 
was modified to predict the pseudo critical constants and 
the acentric factor for the ternary mixture which will be 
used to predict the enthalpy departure from the CSP.
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SECTION I 
METHODS OF PREDICTION
1. Generalized Corresponding States Correlation:
A review of the basic concepts of enthalpy will be 
considered before proceeding with the basic equations used 
to predict the enthalpy departure of the fluid of interest.
The enthalpy of any fluid represents these contributions.
1. Ideal gas enthalpy (19):
which arises from the kinetic energy of individual non­
interacting molecules: translation, rotation, vibration,
and electronic, which are functions of temperature and can 
be computed from spectroscopic data.
C'p in equation (1 ) indicates an ideal gas value, which is 
a function of temperature.
2. Configuration enthalpy = (H° - H)T which arises from 
interactions of different molecules. It is a function of 
pressure, and can be computed from volumetric data.
Corresponding states apply to volumetric data and 
therefore it applies to configurational enthalpy (17, 24):
4
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rTH = \ C'p dT + (H (P,T) - H (0 , T) T) (2)
p - av (H (p ,T) - H(0,T))t = j [V - T ( ^ ) p]dPT
o
/H° - H,
= -  > RTC (3)
where H° is the hypothetical ideal gas enthalpy at the same
temperature.
The two parameter corresponding states compressibility 
factor is given by:
Z = f(Pr ,Tr) (4)
where Pr = |—
TT = —  r t xc
This expression for compressibility factor was derived 
from statistical mechanics (8 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 26) limiting its 
validity to spherical moleculs having a potential function 
depending on only two parameters. In addition, the canonical 
ensemble partition function for the fluid is assumed to be 
separable into independent translational, rotational, vibra­
tional, and configurational factors. The translational energy 
states must be entirely independent of the rotational states. 
This requirement limits the CSP to molecules which have
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translational and rotational energies which are small relative 
to kT.
This condition is usually fulfilled except at very low 
temperatures. Molecules which exhibit hydrogen bonding or other 
specific interactions between individual atoms or groups within 
each molecules are also exceptions.
It is assumed that the internal energy states for an indi­
vidual molecule are entirely independent of the density so -that 
only the configurational, partition function is density de­
pendent. In addition, the translational and configurational 
portions of the partition function are assumed to be indepen­
dent of any quantum effects, and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics 
are considered to be applicable.
Molecules with a mass equal to or less than that of neon 
exhibit quantum mechanical effects which become increasingly 
important as the mass decreases. The light molecules such 
as Ne, D2 / H2 / HD, and He are thus excluded from the simple 
CSP.
These assumptions lead directly to the two parameter 
CSP for simple molecules.
The equation of state derived from the configurational 
integral using the above assumptions has the form as given by 
Pitzer (11) :
z = (5)kT NCTj
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where f is a universal function which is valid for all fluids 
conforming to the above assumptions.
The two-parameter generalized equation of state in equa­
tion (5) can be expressed alternatively in terms of critical 
constants instead of the force parameters £ and (1 0 ) by 
applying equation (5) at the critical point.
To account for the nonconformity of compounds, which do 
not satisfy the above restrictions, Pitzer et al (12) employed 
the acentric factor, w , which is related to the shape of the 
reduced vapor pressure curve at the critical point. Conse­
quently, the reduced vapor pressure was taken at a point 
well removed from the critical point as a fundamental defini­
tion of the third parameter, oj , specifically defined as (13):
03 = -log (P/Pc )sat ” 1 6̂)
at Tr = 0.7
The name "acentric factor" was adopted to emphasize that the 
factor measures the deviation of the intermolecular potential 
function from that of the simple spherical molecules of the 
simple fluids, argon, krypton, and xenon. This parameter is 
empirically advantageous because the vapor pressure is easily 
measured with high accuracy and is a very sensitive function 
of the deviation from simple fluid behavior.
It was found that an equation linear in the acentric 
factor was adequate. Hence, the compressibility factor is 
given by the equation (13):
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Z = Z<0)(pr/Tr ) + o>2(1 )(Pr / Tr) (7)
where Z and are universal functions of the reduced
temperature and pressure, Z r e p r e s e n t s  Z of simple fluid, 
and Z r e p r e s e n t s  effect of departure from simple fluids.
Since oo = 0 for simple fluids, equation (7) will reduce 
to the two parameter corresponding states equation (4).
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Principle of Corresponding States
A configurational thermodynamic property, for example, 
the compressibility factor Z as given by equation (7), can 
be calculated accurately for a nonpolar pure fluid if the 
critical temperature and pressure and the acentric factor 
are known for that fluid (11, 12, 13, 15) :
The correlation of Curl and Pitzer is given in the 
form (15, 26):
(H ° - H ) = (H ° - H ) (0) + M (H ° - H ) <1 > (8)1 RTC '  K RTC ' ' RTC
Equation (8 )is a three-parameter corresponding states correla­
tion where (H- - and (H ~ -H) are generalizedRTC RTc
functions of reduced temperature and pressure only, and are 
valid for nonpolar fluids with acentric factors of 0.5 or 
less (15).
In applying the corresponding states principle, it was 
first necessary to develop a tabular function of the reduced 
enthalpy departure. Reduced enthalpy departure tables have 
been generated in the most part from volumetric data and are 
subject to the inherent error resulting from differentiation
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of data (25). A tabular form obtained for methane and propane 
by Yesavage (26) which are based almost entirely on accurate
enthalpy data, were used to obtain the two reference substance
H°   pj H° _ Henthalpy departure functions (—^ -- )^ and (— ----)̂ -c c
The form of these functions can be directly related to 
the functions given by Curl and Pitzer (15). Reference (1) 
is methane and reference (2 ) is propane.
Therefore, for methane:
(H 9 - = (H° - H» (0) + ,H° - H) (1)
RTC 1 RTC 1 RTC
where is the acentric factor for methane.
(9)
For propane:
,H° -  E , _ ,H° - H, (o) , ,, ,H° - H, (1)
( RTC > ~ ( RTC > + 2 ( RTC > (10)
where is the acentric factor for propane.
Subtract (10) from (9)
(H°- - H) 2 - . = (ui.-u.,) (1 )RT  ̂ RT 1 2 1 rt0 C O
or fH ° ~ H > - fH ° - H )RTq ’2 RTC 1 = H°-H , (1)
0.2-011 ' RTC
Multiply equation (9) by w2 1
/H° - E, ,E° - Hx (0) , /H° - Hx (1) M O xWo (—  )i = w0 (— ----) ' + wn (—=tt= ) 1 (1 2 )2 RT 1 2 RT 1 2 RTc c c
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Multiply equation (10) by ^
m (H° - H ) , - m (H° - H x (Q) M M (H° - H } (p (3) 1 RT^ 2 1 RT 1 2 RTc c
Subtract (12) from (13);
0) i (H.° -a) (H° -1 RT~ 2 2 RT_ 1c " “  _  = fH° - H v (0) it) u i (14)co (^2 RT ̂
Substitute (11) and (14) in (9) to get:
H  O  _ T_T TJ °  __ IT TT O __ __ TT TT O  ___ TT IT O  _  TJ(_____ _) = co, (E__ _) - co- (E__£±) n + co_(E_£1)-co (E_________)RT 1 RT_ 2 2 RT_ 1 RT RTO   G_______________ C___________ C___
U 1 “ W 2
co2  — co ho — jj co _ C0j_   pj
= co 2 -co 1  ( RTC  ̂1 + co2-'co7 ( RTC J 2
_ r7 /H° - H v , ,, T7, /H° - Hv
~  W } 1 + (1 ■ W) (̂ — } 2 <15)
CO _ _ CO CO _ CO tto _ u
where W = _  — , and 1 - W = —    (— — — ) . and
2” 1 2 ~ 1  cH ° — H(“ îp----) 2 are function of Pr and Tr for the two reference
substance. The range of the methane table is for 0.52^Tr<_l.49 
and Pr_<2.99 and the propane table for 0.27<Tr < l . 44 and Pr0 . 2 4 .
In order to obtain departures for a third substance both 
tables must be applied and, therefore, the range of application 
of the present method is .52<Tr£l.44 and Pr^2.99. This includes 
the entire critical region, much of the liquid region, and 
the dense gaseous region at low critical temperatures.
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Thus, equation (15) can be used to determine enthalpy depar­
tures at a given reduced temperature and pressure for fluids 
using the reference substance functions for methane and propane 
and the critical temperature, pressure, and acentric factor for 
pure fluid.
When attempting to apply equation (15) to mixtures, the 
critical properties of the mixtures cannot be used in the 
reduced enthalpy function since mixture critical properties 
do not have the same physical and thermodynamic significance 
as those for the pure components.
A computer program was developed (3, 26) to determine the
optimum values of the three parameters for a given mixture.
Initial values of T̂ ,v , P , and acentric factor are assumed.cx cx
With these values for the parameters, the enthalpy departure 
is calculated for any number of temperatures and pressures.
The program can be used along with the subroutine ENTH, 
REF1, REF2, ABLE, and NEW, which are presented in Appendix 
(C) .
For a given temperature, and pressure, with the specified 
pseudo critical constants, and acentric factor, the subroutine 
(ENTH) searches the reduced enthalpy tables to find the 
grid points which center the given data point.
These grid points will be ready in a vector form by the 
subroutines (REFl), and (REF2), and in a table form by the 
subroutine (ABLE).
T - 1 9 5 1
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Then a subroutine (NEW) is called which uses Newton's 
third order interpolating polynomial. The subroutine is 
called four times to interpolate with respect to reduced
temperature, and one with respect to reduced pressure for
H° — H h °   Heach reference table to determine [“Rf----] ]_ and [—^ ---]2 *c c
The subroutine (ENTH) repeats the process for the next 
data point. Then it calculates the enthalpy departure using 
equation (15). The difference between the experimental 
and the calculated enthalpy departure in (Btu/lb):
Diff. = HExp(P(T) - Hc a l c (P,T).
Also, it calcualtes the percentage difference:
, HexD(P,T) - Hcalc(P,T)% diff = (— 2 2 E----    ) x 1 0 0Hexp
Finally, it calculates the root mean square deviation of the 
total difference, on which the optimization search technique 
is based. The optimization main program for the mixture called 
the subroutine (ENTH), seven times, one at the central point, 
at which the specified pseudocriticals and the acentric factor 
will be used. The other six points root mean square deviations 
will be calculated with each parameter incremented in both 
the positive and negative direction. The base values of the 
three parameters will shift to the point which had the lowest 
root mean square deviation. The procedure would continue 
until the root mean square deviation of the base value was 
lower than any of the six points surrounding it. The para­
meters corresponding to the optimum root mean square deviation
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are pseudo-critical constants and acentric factor of the 
mixture under consideration.
2. The Modified (BWR) Equation of State:
The modified (BWR) equation of state based on three 
parameter corresponding states principle was used in the 
whole range of Tr and Pr . As proposed by B.I. Lee et al (2) , 
two equations of state, for the simple and reference fluids, 
accurately represent the volumetric and thermodynamic pro­
perties of vapor and liquid as a function of three-parameters 
(reduced temperature, reduced pressure, and acentric factor) 
over the range of Tr = 0.3 to 4 and Pr = 0 to 10.
This analytical form has led to improved representation 
of these properties near the critical region and at low 
temperatures.
The method has been found to be reliable over a wide 
range of conditions for nonpolar and slightly polar substances 
and their mixtures. Its accuracy is best in the subcooled 
and superheated regions. The accuracy is diminished, although 
to a lesser extent than in the Pitzer correlations, at sat­
urated conditions and near the critical and retrograde regions 
when applied to a widely boiling mixture, particularly those 
containing high concentrations of a very light and very 
heavy components (2 , 2 0 ).
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL oi MINES
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To facilitate analytical representation, the compressi­
bility factor of any fluid has been expressed (2 ) in terms
of the compressibility factor of a simple fluid and
(r)the compressibility factor of a reference fluid Z , as 
follows (2):
Z = Z^0) + - r V  (Z(r) “ Z<°)) (16)a) \ r )
when Z is expressed as in Equation (16), the deviation term 
Z d) in equation (7) is obviously equivalent to (Z - Z^^)/
f T“ ) • •^ This expression is convenient since, as will be shown
later, both Z^r) and Z a r e  given by the same equation with, 
however, different constants. A similar approach can be used 
to represent analytically the enthalpy departures of nonpolar 
fluids.
n-octane has been chosen as the heavy reference fluid 
since it is the heaviest hydrocarbon for which there are 
accurate P-V-T and enthalpy data over a wide range of 
conditions (2 ).
The compressibility factors of both the simple fluid 
Z^) and the reference fluid Z^r  ̂ have been represented .by 
the following reduced form of a modified BWR equation of 
state (2 ):
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z = (W jL) = 1 + B + C + D
Tr Vr Vr2 Vr5
+ -- 2  2  (e H— 2̂") exp( X)
Tr vr V r z V /
where
(17)
B = b 2 - b 2/Tr - b 3/Tr 2 - b 4 /Tr 3 (18)
c = C 1 - c2 /Tr + C 3/Tr 3 (19)
D = dx + d 2 /Tr (20)
These constants are given in Appendix (A).
Equation (3) can be written in the form (24):
V
H(T,°°) - H (T, V) = RT - PV + j'[P - T(|^) ]dVT (21)oo ^
Therefore, the enthalpy departure of any fluid using equation 
(17) and (21) is given by (2):
= Tr [Z - 1 — b2, +2b3/T +3b4/Tr2
RTC Tr r
Cq-3Co/T 2 do- + ------   + 3E] (22)
2T vr 5Trvr
where
E = — [B + 1 - ( 8 + 1  +-2C_) esp (— *)] (23)2TrJY vr Vrz
To calculate the enthalpy departure (2):
T-1951 17
1. At a given T and P, determine Vr and Z^) fQr the simple 
fluid at the corresponding Tr/ and Pr . Employ equation (22), 
and with the simple fluid constants, calculate H-H°/RTC .
Call this ((H-H°)/RTC) .
2. Determine Vr and Z f o r  the reference fluid at the 
same Tr and Pr , employing equation (22), with the reference 
constants. This allows the calculation of ((H-H°)/RTC) . 
The enthalpy departure for the fluid of interest is given 
by(2 ):
[(H-H°)/RTC3 = [(H-H°)/RTC](0)
+ (— r^y) [ (H-H°)/RTC] - [ (H-H°)/RTC] (0) (24)
a) 'r'
A computer program was modified (6 ) to use these equations 
with the same parameters under the same conditions applied 
for the generalized corresponding states correlation.
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SECTION II
INTERACTION PSEUDO PARAMETERS FOR MIXTURE
As indicated by equation (8 ) and (22) the configurational 
thermodynamic properties of nonpolar fluids can be correlated 
with three characteristic constants w, Tc , and Pc . According 
to a three-parameter principle of corresponding states, the 
constants Pc ,̂ Tci' anĉ  wi characterize fully the effect on 
the thermodynamic properties of the energy of interaction 
between the molecules of a pure substance.
Similarly, the parameters Pc^j t Tci • ' anĉ  wi j 7 or 
the equivalent molecular parameters characterize the effect 
of the interaction between unlike molecules of type i and 
j. Because even the simpler molecules are complex bodies, 
it has been possible only to a rough approximation to calcu­
late the characteristic parameters P , T , and ^ . fromij H
data for pure compounds. For improved accuracy such para­
meters must be determined from experimental data for mixtures.
Therefore, some kind of mixing rule must be developed 
which relates the mixture parameters to the parameters of 
the pure component:
18
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1. Least Mean Squares Fit (LMS)
In addition to the anthalpy departure obtained for binary 
mixtures using the optimum pseudo parameters, a number of 
mixing rules have been developed for the use in applying 
the corresponding states principle to mixtures.
The simplest mixing rules used to define mixture pseudo 
parameters are those suggested by Kay (10, 19) which combine 
the pure component in a linear fashion with regard to mole 
fraction:
Tc ' = I X± Tc , (25)
i 1
P ' = Z. X. P (26)c 1 i c^
= Z± Xi o)± (27)
when applying these parameters to estimate the enthalpy de­
parture for the binary mixture of (ethane-propane).
The results of estimation based on the Kay's rule appears 
to differ from the experimental results. The results with 
the optimized parameters are in much better agreement than 
the Kay's rule as shown in Table (XV).
The least mean squares was introduced to fit the results 
between the optimum parameters and that obtained using the 
Kay's rule by using a parabolic equation, for example, when 
applied to the temperature interaction pseudo parameters (25):
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AT cx cx (1 - x) (28)
At cx T Tckay (29)cx
T is the optimum psuedo critical temperature, and x is the
C  X
mole fraction.
By differentiating equation (28) with respect to c 
two times and equating to zero, we can solve for C:
where N is the number of compositions. Three constants 
corresponding to Pc , Tc , and acentric factor were obtained, 
which are presented in Table ( ix ) •
Values of pseudo critical temperature and pressure and 
acentric factor were calculated for each mixture from equa­
tion (28) and these results used to obtain enthalpy departures 
for the binary mixtures. Although these results are not 
as good a fit as the results for the three parameter opti­
mization, they are still considerably more in agreement 
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2. Pitzer-Hultgren Modified Equations:
Curl and Pitzer (4) recommend the rules of Pitzer and 
Hultgren (12) for their correlation. These rules add a 
third empirical interaction term for each parameter which 
is a function of the components in the mixture.
Equations (31) through (33) were modified in this work to 
predict the pseudo critical and acentric factor for the 
ternary mixture:
-  t )ci C2 ' (31)
(32)
cox = ^i^i + X2w 2 +2X^X2 (2a3-̂ 2_a3i”a32̂ (33)
Tcx
+ 3 X!X3 (2T 
2
(34)
+ 3_ X-.X- 
2
+ 3 X2 X 3 (2PC 2 3  - PC 2  - PC3) (35)
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°°x = Xiwl + X2W2 2 + X 3w3 + 3 XXX 2 (20)1 2 - o,l - o,2)
+ 3 X2 X3 (20)2 3 - a)2 - 0)3 ) (36)
Equations (28) and (30) were applied to get Tc , Pc , and 00^313 13
using the results obtained by Yesavage (26) for (methane-propane) 
mixture, which are presented in Table XVII.
For example equation (28) for temperature becomes:
the critical temperature of methane and propane.
The same equation can be written for AP and Aco , thecx x
difference between the optimum and the Kay's rule parameters.
Also the same equations (37) and (38) were applied to get
T , P_ and The interaction parameters for (ethane-c23 c23 2 3
propane) mixture using the results obtained in this work as 
presented in Table VIII.
The interaction parameters Tci2' Pc12' an<̂  °°12 are ta^en 
from the literature (1 2 ).
This approach will prove how the CSP can be extended 
to the development of "multifluid" models in which the known 
properties of the binary mixtures can be combined to predict 
the unknown properties of the ternary mixture.
ATcs (37)
(38)
where TC2 3 t*ie interaction critical temperature between
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SECTION III 
RESULTS AND COMPARISON
Enthalpy Departure for Pure Ethane
The enthalpy departure for pure ethane was calculated 
using the first two methods presented in Section (I). The 
enthalpy table developed from experimental data presented 
by Furtado (7) was used to determine the experimental enthalpy 
departures. In using the generalized corresponding states' 
correlation a search procedure to determine optimum values 
of the three parameters was not used since the actual critical 
properties and the acentric factor were available (Table 
XVI) .
The two methods were used at a temperature from -160°F 
up to 300°F, and at pressure of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 psia.
For 9 6 data point were compared with the experimental 
values available. The generalized corresponding state 
correlations gave a better result than (BWR) equation of 
state except 520°R and pressure of 500 psia, which is in 
the two phase region.
23
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In using (BWR) equation of state, the liquid range 






1 0 0 0  <600
1500 <640
2 0 0 0  <680
The results of both methods are presented in Appendix 
(B). A comparison of the results are shown in Figure 1 
as a topographic chart where the contour lines of constant 
deviation are expressed in (Btu/lb), and the dotted contour 
lines represent zero deviation.
An average standard deviation of (2 Btu/lb) between 
the experimental and the calculated anthalpy departures was 
obtained when using the generalized corresponding state 
correlations (GCS ).
A wide difference was obtained at the two phase region, 
where the search procedure arrives at a series of grid points 
on which the third order interpolation is based which contain 
both gaseous and liquid points. Since there is a natural 
discontinuity at the two-phase region which the interpolation
T - 1 9 5 1
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does not consider, the interpolation is likely to be in error. 
This is, however, usually a limitation only for pure components 
since for most mixtures, the two-phase envelope, in which the
mixture is not stable as a single phase, extends to prohibit
the possibility of calculations near the single component 
reduced two-phase region.
This problem was solved when we specify the range of
the liquid using the BWR equation of state.
In general the results of both methods agree with the 
experimental, and in most cases, to less than (1 Btu/lb).
This again proves the validity of the three parameters CSP 
when used to predict the enthalpy departures for non-polar 
pure components almost to the degree of uncertainty of the 
experimental values. In addition, the results obtained by 
Yesavage (26) for nitrogen over a wide range of temperature 
and pressure gave an average standard deviation of.52 (Btu/lb) 
The agreement of both investigations is good especially when 
considering the possible uncertainties of 1 Btu/lb present 
in each of the tables for the three pure components. Thus, 
in this instance, it appears that the three component principle 
of corresponding states can be used to predict the enthalpy 
departures for non-polar pure components almost to the 
degree of uncertainty of the measured quantities.
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The parameters that are used are quantities that have 
definite physical meaning, and thus knowledge of these 
quantities alone is enough to interpolate accurate reference 
substance functions (GCS), or calculate the reference substance 
functions (BWR) to accuately predict enthalpies of pure 
fluids under pressure.
Enthalpy Departure of (Ethane-Propane) Mixtures;
The enthalpy departure have been determined for three 
ethane-propane mixtures over a wide range of conditions using 
the two methods presented in section (I). The optimum para­
meters for each mixture were determined using the generalized 
corresponding state correlation (GCS) where the search for 
the optimum pseudo-parameters was introduced. The same 
optimum parameters were used to predict the enthalpy depar­
ture using the BWR equation of state. The comparison of both 
methods is shown in Table V.
As mentioned earlier, the actual critical properties 
of a mixture are in general not used, since the critical 
properties of a mixture do not have the same physical and 
thermodynamic significance as those for pure components. 
Therefore, some kind of mixing rule must be developed which 
relates the mixture parameters to the parameters of the 
pure components. The three parameters obtained using the 
Kay's rule (Table VIII), equations (25), (26), and (27),
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and the parameters obtained using the least mean squares 
fit (Table X). Equations (20) through (30) were used to 
predict the enthalpy departure using both methods of predic­
tion discussed in Section I, the results of which are shown 
in Table VI and Table VII. A mixture of .27, .50, and .76 
mole fraction ethane were investigated.
0.27 Ethane in Propane Mixture
The enthalpy departure for this mixture was predicted 
for 38 data point using the optimum parameters and the 
parameters obtained using the least mean squares fit. Both 
methods of prediction were used at pressures of 500, 1000, 
and 2000 psia, and a temperature from -100°F up to 300°F.
The results were compared with the available experimental data 
at the same conditions, which are presented as a topographic 
chart in Figure (2)and tabulated in Appendix D.
In using the BWR equation of state, the liquid range 
was specified as shown in Table II.
TABLE II
Liquid Range 







2 0 0 0 < 7 8 0
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An average standard deviation of (1.1 Btu/lb) and a maximum 
deviation of 2.9 Btu/lb were obtained when using the GCS at 
the optimum parameters compared with an average standard 
deviation of 1.796 Btu/lb and a maximum deviation of 3.8 6 Btu/lb 
when using the BWR equation of state.
Standard deviation of 1.8 8 6 Btu/lb was obtained when 
using the Kay's rule parameters, and 2.1 Btu/lb was obtained 
using the fitted parameters for the GCS. When using the BWR 
equation obtained using the Kay's rule parameters, and 
2.79 Btu/lb was obtained using the fitted parameters.
The higher deviation for this mixture occurs in the gas 
phase at high temperature and pressure where the experimental 
results are in error as proved by Furtado (7) due to the leak 
at the differential pressure transducer that was used to 
measure the pressure drop for the throttling measurements.
0.5 Ethane in Propane Mixtures
The enthalpy departure for this mixture was predicted 
for 47 data points, and compared with the experimental 
data at the same conditions. Both methods of prediction 
discussed in Part I were used for the optimum parameters, 
and the parameters obtained using the least mean squares fit 
at a pressure of 500, 1000, and 2000 psia, and a temperature 
from -100°F up to 300°F. The results of these conditions are 
shown in Figure (3) as a topographic chart of pressure versus
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temperature, where the contour lines of constant deviation 
are expressed in (Btu/lb), and the dotted contour lines 
represent zero deviation. Also, the results are presented 
as a tabular form in Appendix D.
In using the BWR equation of state, the liquid range 
was specified as shown in Table III.
TABLE III
Liquid Range 




1 0 0 0  <660
2000 <780
Absolute standard deviation of .85 Btu/lb, and a maximum 
deviation of 2.16 Btu/lb were obtained when using the GCS 
at the optimum parameters compared with an average standard 
deviation of .95 Btu/lb, and a maximum deviation of 3.655 
Btu/lb when using the BWR equation of state.
Standard deviation of 1.81 Btu/lb was obtained when 
using the Kay's rule parameters and 1.42 Btu/lb was obtained
using the fitted parameters for the GCS). When using the
BWR equation of state, standard deviation of 1.288 Btu/lb 
was obtained using the Kay's rule parameters and 1.17 6 8 Btu/lb 
was obtained using the fitted parameters.
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.76 Ethane in Propane Mixture
The enthalpy departure for this mixture was predicted 
for 48 data points for which the experimental data are available 
(7). Both methods of prediction discussed in Part I were used 
for the optimum parameters and the parameters obtained using 
the least mean squares fit at a pressure of 500, 1000, 1500, and
2000 psia, and a temperature from -100°F up to 300°F. The
results of both methods at these conditions are shown in 
Figure (4) as a topographic charts of pressure versus temperature 
where the contour lines of constant deviation are expressed 
in Btu/lb and the dotted contour lines represent zero deviation.
Also, the results are presented as a tabular form in 
Appendix D.
In using the BWR equation of state, the liquid range was
specified as shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
Liquid Range 








2 0 0 0 <780
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Absolute standard deviation of .928 Btu/lb, and a 
maximum standard deviation of 2.418 Btu/lb which is close 
to the two phase region when using the GCS at the optimum 
parameters compared with an average standard deviation of 
1.11 Btu/lb when using the BWR equation of state.
Standard deviation of 1.48 Btu/lb was obtained when 
using the Kay's rule parameter, and 1.198 Btu/lb was obtained 
using the fitted parameters for the GCS. When using the 
BWR equation of state, standard deviation of 1.48 Btu/lb 
was obtained using the Kay's rule parameters, and 1.14 Btu/lb 
was obtained using the fitted parameters.
TABLE V
Comparison of GCS and BWR 
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TABLE VII
Comparison of the Results Using BWR Equation of State
Mole Fraction F(opt.) F(LMS) F(K-R)
Ethane (Btu/lb (Btu/lb) (Btu/lb)
.27 1.796 2.7896 2.3552
.50 .950 1.1768 1.28834
.76 1.1134 1.1434 1.06784
TABLE VIII
Parameters Used for Least Mean Squares Fit
(ethane-propane)
Mole Fraction popt pk AP Topt
Ethane  (psia) (psia) (psia) (psia)
0.27 614.335 642.01 -27.675 628.1
0.50 639.82 662.97 -23.15 607.82
0.76 675.45 686.67 -11.22 577.884
Table VIII continued
Mole Fraction TK AT (jO
Ethane  (°R) (°F) opt K Aa)
0.27 634.473 -6.373 .1484 .1379 .01053
0.50 607.770 .05 .1305 .1255 .0050
0.76 577.584 .30 .1135 .112 .0015
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TABLE IX










Final Fitted Parameters and a Comparison 














632.732 .14314 2.0935 2.7896
605.56 .13218 1.4206 1.1768
575.974 .11688 1.1987 1.1434
Enthalpy Departure of Methane-Ethane-Propane Mixture
The enthalpy departure of .369 mole fraction amethane, 
.305 ethane, and .325 propane mixture was obtained using 
the generalized corresponding states correlation (GCS), and 
the modified (BWR) equation of state, for 69 data points at 
pressure of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 psia, and a temperature 
from -100°F up to 300°F. The enthalpy table developed from 
experimental data presented by Furtado (7) was used to 
determine the experimental enthalpy departures. In using 
the generalized corresponding states correlation (GCS), the
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search procedure was used to determine the optimum pseudo­
parameters that were used to obtain the enthalpy departure 
in both methods of prediction Table XIII.
The three constant obtained for methane-propane mixture 
(26) were obtained using equation (37) and (38) are presented 
in Table XI. These constants along with the constants obtained 
for ethane-propane mixture. Table IX can be used to determine 
the interaction parameters between methane-propane and ethane- 
propane, respectively. The interaction parameters between 
methane-ethane mixture are taken from literature (12). All 
these interaction parameters are presented in Table XII.
TABLE XI







Pc12 Tc12 ?c23 Tc23 Pc13 Tc 13
(psia) (°R) ^12 (psia) (°R) ^23 (psia) (°R) ^13
712.95 457.2 .05 613.62 603.34 .173 669.43 533.3 .9385
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These interaction parameters were used to predict the pseudo- 
criticals, and acentric factor using the modified Pitzer- 
Hultgren correlations, equations (34) through (36). These 
parameters, and that obtained using the Kay's rule were used 
to predict the enthalpy departures for the ternary mixture 
using both methods of prediction Table XIII. The results are 
presented as a topographic chart as shown in Figure (5) . The 
numerical results are tabulated in Appendix D at the optimum 
parameters and the parameters using the modified Pitzer-Hultgren 
(P-H) mixing rules.
TABLE XIII
Three Parameters for the Ternary Mixture 
Parameter Opt. K-R P-H
Pressure (psia 645.2 665.2 661.676
Temperature (°R) 518.463 510.713 518.67
Acentric Factor .09644 .08344 .115
An absolute standard deviation of only . 6 6 Btu/lb was 
obtained from the GCS compared to .9384 Btu/lb when using the 
BWR equation of state at the optimum parameter. Also a standard 
deviation of 2.34 Btu/lb was obtained from the GCS compared to
2.151 Btu/lb from the BWR equation of state using the para­
meters obtained from the modified Pitzer-Hultgren correlations. 
However, standard deviation of 6.053 Btu/lb was obtained from
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the GCS and 5.831 Btu/lb for the BWR equation of state when 
using the Kay's rule. The comparison of both methods in 
terms of standard deviation are presented in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV
Comparison of both methods of prediction for the ternary mixture 




K-R 6.053 5. 831
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CONCLUSION
Comparison of the predicted enthalpy departures using 
the correlation based on the three parameter corresponding 
states, with the recent experimental enthalpy departures 
shows the validity of these correlations to be applied succes- 
fully in the gaseous and liquid regions.
However, at the critical regions, the methods of pre­
diction are more subject to error.
The correlation was used to predict the enthalpy depar­
ture for pure ethane, and it shows a good agreement with the 
experimental for all the data points except at the two phase 
region where the correlation does not hold.
The correlation was extended to the binary mixtures of 
ethane-propane, the results of which agree with the experimental 
to within 1 Btu/lb or less for both methods of prediction.
Also the correlation was applied to predict the enthalpy
departure for the binary mixture using the Kay's rule parameters,
and the parameters obtained from the least mean squares fit,
the results of which were compared with that obtained using the
optimum parameters. The results with the least mean squares
parameters agree with the experimental to within 2 Btu/lb or
less, compared to that obtained using the Kay's rule where a
37
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deviation up to 6 Btu/lb was obtained for the ternary mixture. 
However, the Kay's rule gave a better result than the least 
mean squares in case of *27 mole fraction ethane in propane 
mixture where the experimental results at high temperature 
and pressure are in error. In all the cases the results with 
the optimized parameters are better than the results with these 
rules.
These results, along with the results obtained by Yesavage 
(26), for the binary mixture of methane-propane proves the 
validity of the three parameter csp when applied to binary 
mixture by using the data for pure methane and propane in 
the case of the GCS, the simple and the reference fluid in
the case of the BWR equation of state.
Therefore, one can use the three parameter CSP to 
accurately predict the enthalpy departure for a wide variety 
of binary mixtures from the known properties of the pure 
component.
The correlation was applied for a ternary mixture of 
methane-ethane-propane to predict its enthalpy departures, 
the results of which agree with the experimental to within
. 6 6 Btu/lb using the optimum parameters for the GCS. This
is the lowest deviation obtained for any other binary mixture 
in this work, although it is applied to more complicated 
mixture under the same conditions. This gives evidence to 
the validity of the three parameter CSP when applied to 
the ternary mixture.
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With the interaction parameters obtained for methane- 
propane, ethane-propane, and that of methane-ethane, the 
modified Pitzer-Hultgren equations were used to predict the 
pseudo-parameters for the ternary mixture, the result of 
which agree with the experimental to within 2 Btu/lb.
However, when the correlation applied using the parameters 
obtained, by the Kay's rule, a higher deviation was obtained, 
almost ten times that obtained at the optimum parameters, and 
almost three times that obtained at the modified Pitzer-Hultgren 
mixing rule. This proves the validity of the CSP when applied 
using the "multifluid" model in which the known properties 
of binary mixture at different conditions can be combined to 
predict the unknown properties of the ternary mixture.
A critical review of methods available for the estimation 
of enthalpy departures have been presented in a study by Ramanathan, 
R. T., et al (14). In that study, both equation of state and 
generalized correlations were considered. For sixteen single 
components, fifty-six binary mixtures, and six ternary mixtures, 
it was found that the modified BWR equation of state yields the 
most accurate enthalpy departures. For this reason, and the 
fact that an analytical expression is better suited for compu­
tational purposes, the BWR equation was selected to compare 
the accuracy of the GCS. It was found in this work the GCS 
produces reasonably accurate enthalpy departure, better than 
that of the modified BWR equation for all the binary and the
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES
GOLDEN, COLORADO 804011
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ternary mixture at the optimum parameters. Although BWR equa­
tion give a better agreement near the two phase region for 
the pure ehtane, where the CSP does not hold the consistently 
positive bias of the BWR deviation indicates that the equation 
of state constants could stand improvement.
Therefore one could use the GCS to accurately represent 
the enthalpy behavior of a wide of substances.
The above procedure need not be limited to the anthalpy 
function but can be extended to other thermodynamic properties 
as well if consistent and accurate series of reference sub­
stance functions were developed for all of the thermodynamic 
properties of non-polar fluids.
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APPENDIX (A)
TABLE XV




































.052 664. 2 -6 . 0 361. 5 1.7 0. 032 -0 . 0 2
.117 667. 5 + 0.9 388.0 7.0 0.175 0.058
. 280 654.0 -3.4 447.0 13.4 0. 359 0. 019
. 500 032.4 -12. 5 521.5 14.0 0 . 618 0.108
.750 091.4 -1 1 . 0 596. 5 6 . 0 0. 855 0.089
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TABLE XVII
Constants Used for BWR Equation of State 
Constant Simple Fluid Reference Fluid
bl 0.1181193 0.2026579
b 2 0.265758 0.331511
b3 0.15479 0.027655
b 4 0.030323 0.203488
C 1 0.0236444 0.0313385






d ^ l O 4 0.155488 0.48736
d 2 xl0 4 0.623689 0.0740336
3 0.65392 1.225
a 0.060167 0.03754
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAMS FOR THE CORRESPONDING 
STATES CORRELATION




C GENERALISED C0RRESP0N0IG s t a t e s  CORRELATION
00300 C
r
m a i n  OPTIMIZATION p r o g r a m .
4 *9 4 VJ u
32303
u
DIMENSION H I (22»38).M2<14,62).TRi<38>.
00600 4 TR2<62),PR l (22),PR2<14), h R I d D y ] , P 9 I (120),
0 27 0 2 1 TB J (100)#H0IN(i32 5» HEXP(103),H9IC<133>#F(7)
00303 c o m m o n  Hl»H2»,rRl*TP2iPRl*PR2*P3l . TsI,
30903 hEXP,H0IC,HO3I,HC0P.F.OPN,Ml,M2 * Nl»N2
3103J c
01130 DATA m i / 22/.w 2/14/* Nl/33/» N2/62/f
01200 I Wl/.3104/.-2/.1524/
3130.: READ(l.33.E’iOs47) (PRl < I ) * I *1, 22 > » ( TR1 ( J> , I =♦,3 8 >
314 23 47 c o n t i n u e
2133 0 REAOC 7, 31 * ENCa48) <PR2(I),I = i,l4),<TR2(P.I=«,62)
0160 0 43 CONTINUE
317 3 j REa0(2»34,E,-;Ds35)(('-»i{I,j),Isi,22)»J*1i46)
31803 35 c o n t i n u e
019:5 0 REaO(15,36.END*37)((^2(I,J ),I=i,i 4 ),j = i ,t 2 )
G220 0 37 CONTINUE
C 213 0 READ{ i i ,57,E*;0»53)(rRI<I),1*1,69).(P9I(I),1=1,69)
02203 53 CONTINUE
£2300 fiEA0{l6.4C.ENQ*41) (HR I( I), 1*1,a9)
32400 41 c o n t i n u e
22300 REaO<2C.A2.END*43)(ngIN(I) , I =1 ,69)
02630 43 CONTINUE
22730 57 F Q R M A T c i m
32900 42 FORMAT c11F )
02932 42 FORMAT(llF)
33020 30 FORMAT(11F)
33133 31 FORMAT(7 F )
0323? 34 FORMAT(llF)
3332 0 36 FORMAT(7F)
33430 13 5 WRITE{4,133)
3 3523 13' form a t (/1 1 Input ovt*WM,oPN,nop. inoex »'/>
C36C0 r E a O(4, i 3d o », w m .o p n .n d p , i n d e x
33730 131 FCSMAT(3Ff 2! )
23930 WRITEC4,132)
339 00 132 f o r m a t i /,' In p u t  p c i .t c i ,w x i ,d p ,o r .c o p .*/)
34220 REA0(4,133)PC I,TCI*-XI,0?,DT.CCP
34100 133 FORmaT(6F)
04220 Ir (CO P .E G .2. 2 ) Go TO 96
0 4333 iFtCOP.ES.i.>53 TO 134
04433 134 CON t In u E
3 4522 w S (w X I-wl)/(M2« W1 )
3 4 63 3 DO 44 1=1 ,NOP




05103 1 NO *1
03202 CALL ENTW(PC,TC,»,4VJ,N0P.l)
2533? IF(INOEX«1)92,93,92
25420 53 00 94 1=2,7
35503 94 F( I >«F(1)
35 62 H CO TO 135
35733 92 PC=PC*OP
25800 CALL ENTW (PC, TC.WiW.H,NDP«2)
35900 PCsPC-OP
06032 TC=T0*OT
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36503 CALL ENTW(PC# TC # MOP , 4',
36600 - WXaOXloW
06700 PC=PQ-OP
36800 W* (w x -w i */ ( W2 -U1 )
36903 CALL E N T H < P C . T C . - . 4 M fN0P,5)
07000 p c =p c *c p
37123 TC=TC-OT
37200 CALL EMTW<PC#TC,^»'*m »NCP,6 )
07300 TC*TC*aT
37403 w Xs’n’X-gw
3 7520 w *( w x- w i) / (y 2 -wi»
07600 CALL S N T V ( P C # 7 C # h »4M|N0P,7}
07700 m X = W X * 0 in
07330 nE = 1
2 79C0 DC 95 1=2*7
390CJ 95 IP(Ft I) .LT.F(NE)J ME*I
33130 IFCNE.EG.1 J -0 T G 135
J323C ircNE.EC.2J Pc*PC*CP
03320 lF(NE.E3t3) 7C ,TC*3T
23400 IF(.ME,E3.4)4X«w X*0W
33503 irCN,£.E3.5)®CsPC-0P
2 960 0 IFCNE.EQ.6 J TCaTC-OT
03700 IF(.,JE.EQ.7),4X * w X.0W
38302 F C 1 )*F(NE)
33903 w R I T E {4,126 J F (1 J
39000 126 FCRV4T(iX,Pi2.6)
39102" INIC = r.NO*l
3 920 0 IF<I N O .G T .INDEXJ GO T0 135
39302 GO TO 92
294^2 135 w P I T E {4,136)
29502 136 FORMATt/,* P C ,? C .N X ,F C1)
096CC I7EC4 . 1 3 7 J P C i 7 C . F t 1 J
2 9 7 3 1. 137 rQRHATciX,4F22,7J
2 930 2 GO TO 133
09902 96 w R I’E < 2 1 i97>. n  ** r* • ii U  <* JU t* 97 F O R M A T t / »
12102 w R I T E ( 2 1 i 175)
12222 175 F O R ^ A T C  p r e s s u r e
12 3? n 1 "IFF. P E P C . 0 I TF .
13 4C-J wRITE(2 1 i176 J
13502 176 P O R M a T c • (PSIA)
12622 1 (STU/L3J (XJ 'J
12702 CO 98 :=i *n c p
1380 J woe i =w»e x p  c i j -h r  i c c )
13 9 C 2 W OBP * <W E XP ( IJ - W8 I C C I )J/WEXP4 4 .1/1 :*» X ̂  4/ V 53 W R I T E C 2 1 « 99) PS I (:)- 7 5 1 CI)
1110 0 99 F ORH a T ClX.6Fl4.4J
11223 wRI?E<4,123>
11300 122 F0RHA7C/,' 7C .*C # W X ,F C1
11400 w R I T E c 4 , 1 2 5 ) Tc.PC.4X.FCi;
11502 125 FOR h a T (i X ,4F2 c . 7 )
11603 ENO
/ 5
E.‘:TW. 3EPART. TERNARY 
•"rv-oePATljRE rx?,ENT|
( OE G. R) ( '3 7 w / L 5 )
/// )
C a LC . 2^ .
t )
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33132 SUBROUTINE E ^ T H C P C # T C , W ,w m .N , N E >
0 3 2 2 0  DIMENSION T A3 l E ( 4 . 4 ) , P T A a < 4 ) , H V E C ( 4 ) # M T A B < 4 . 4 ) ,
32303 1 HOUT(4) ,TT a B ( 4 ) . T R K 3 8 *  # H l ( 2 2 » 3 8 ). H 2< l 4» 6 2) f
33400 1 T S I (133),TP2(62),PR1<22),PR2<14) ,
33303 1 H 0 I C C 1 3 0 ) . F ( 7 ) , H E X P < 1 Z 3 ) , P 9 I <130)
03603 COMMON W l . w 2 i T P l . T 9 2 . P P i , P S 2 # P a i iTBI#
30733 1 hEXP,H8lC,HOBt,HQBP . F, 0 PM , ;n . M2 , Nl , M 2
33803 F ( N E ) s 0.2
32933 DO 43 l *1#N
3100? PP3P3I(L)/°C
31133 TP s T3I(L>/TC01200 00 1 I = 1 # M1»1
01300 IXs JJ14*33 lP(pP«»Rl( I) )3il»l
315C-7 1 CONTINUE
31603 3 CO 5 jsl.Ml#!01703 jAYsj31803 IFCt9-TR1(j) )57 , 5»5
31903 5 CONTINUE
02303 50 IF CJAY.GT.N1*!) JAY=\1-1
02133 Ip (IY.GT.MI-I) IYSM1-1
32203 Ip (JAy .l T.3) j AV*3
32333 CALL I N T5 ( 41 , T9 l #? P l# H TA a .' T AB . FT A e# I T, JAY.22.33)
02 4 r ;j DO 33 j*l,4
32530 DO 21 ! s1# 43260U 21 h V E O C I ) s W Ta B (I ,J)
02700 CALL A 8 L t ( t,TAg,|-ivEC,TABLE»3#3*4)
02300 3? CALL N E W ( P T A 8 , P R , T A3 L E» 3 .3 » M0 U T( j ). 3*4)02900 CALL A.FLtI TTAa.MCUT, TA3LE#3#3.4)
03000 CALL NEWC7TA8.TR, T A8L£»3 ,3 . HI ‘4Tif3,4)
0 3 1 2 J  C O  13 I si,M 2 , i
03200 IY s !
23320 [F (P R - P R 2 ( I)) 11.13.13
ic c o n t i n u e
03500 11 CO 12 j=l.N2»l
036C0 JAYSJ
33700 IF(TR - TR 2 (J ) ) 402.12.12
03330 12 CONTINUE03900: 40 2 IFC JAY.GT.N2-1) wAYs\2-10 400 0 Ip< JAY.LT.3) JAY«3
04100 IF( IY.GT.M2-1) Iv=*2-1J42E0 CALL tNYA<*2, T?2.?P2,HTA-e, t-a3,Pta3, [ y , Ja y , t4 , jj2 )
04300 DC 22 jsl,4
044<;j CO 23 1=1,4
34500 23 H V E CC I ) s M T a 8 CI,j)04600 • CALL ABLE(PTAB.mvEC.TaBLE,3 , 3 . 4)
34703 22 CALL N E V (P T a5 , PR , t Ac L£»3,3»wQ!JT{ j) ,3,4)
0480J CALL ABLE C T^Aa , riCL'T . TABLE . 3 , 3 . 4 )0 490U CALL NEWCTTaB,TR,~ABLE>3.3,HINT2,3,4)





J56CJ r e t u r n
0570 3 ENQ
T - 1 9 5 1
3012: C :s 3:: : :: 3 :3 S 3: ; s 3 s s : 3 s : s :::: 3; 3 *3 : s : 3 : 3 : s S::3:::
0 0 2 0 0 C SUBROUTINE R E F 1
00303 C
0 3 4 0 'J SUBROUTINE R E F 1 ( W , T , P (H T a B , T T A B . P T 4 8 i IT.JAY,M,N)
30503 DIMENSION H< 2 2, 3 8 ) . R < 2 2 ) , T ( 3 8 ) , HTAB(4/4 ) ,TtA3 ( 4 )(PTA8< 4)
03603 ILOWaiY-3
03730 j l O’** j a Y»3
03900 00 1 J =l,4
33933 1 TT*3(j)aT(JL0W*JI
31033 00 2 1=1.4
C1130 2 P T a 9 (I ) s P ( I L C w * I )
31233 00 3 J s 1 14
01333 CO 3 1=1.4
314e3 3 h T a 3(I ,J)=H( I LOW*I *JLCW*J)
■3150 3 RETURN
01600 e n d
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33203 c subroutine ref2
0040*3 SUBROUTINE REF 2 ( h #T,P,HT a B » T T A 0 , ? T a B»I Y # J A Y , M , N )3 353C 0 I MEWS I ON M ( i 4 . 6 2 ) . T (62>,P(14),HTA0(4,4),TTAB(4),PTA3(4)
33600 IL0W» I Y-333700 JLCWsjaY-3aaaoG oo i j=i.4
03900 1 TTABCJ)*TCJLOW*J)013O0 03 2 1=1.4311J0 2 PTAB< I )aP( IL 0 W* I )31200 00 3 J = 1. 4013 00 00 3 1=1.43140J 3 H r A B ( I , J ) = w < I u 0«* I3150 3 RETURN0160C END
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0 0 1 0 2 C u II II II u II I I II M II ■ II M II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II M II •I II U
0 0 2 0 0 C SUBROUTINES ABLE ANO n e w
003G0 C
00400 SUBROUTINE ABLEtX.Y,TABLE.N.M,K>
30303 OIMSNSION X(4) ,Y(4J . T A B L E U . 4 )
00600 IF(H« n >1,1,2
00700 2 W R I T E (4,3)
C080O 3 F O R M 4T ( ' CHECK THE ORDER (H ) »)
009OO r e t u r n
0 1 0 0  J 00 4 J = 1 ,M
0 1 1 0 0 CO 4 rsj.N
0 1 2 0  2 IF(J-i>5» 6 .5
31302 6 TABLE(I,l)«(Y{I*l)-Y(I))/{XCI*i)iX( I)J
2 * 4 2 2 GO T] 4
315E2 5 t a b l e c i,j ) * c t a b l e ci »u - i > - t a b l e ci - i ,j - i > j/ c x <:* i
01600 4 c o n t i n u e
31700 r e t u r n
0100 2 e n t r y  n £ W ( X , x a RG.T a b l e . N , “ , YES? , ICEG.K)
01900 I F ( I O E G - “ ) 7 / 7 ,8
32000 3 w R I TZ (6.9 )
321^0 9 F O R M a t c ' Cw E c * THE ORDER <m > •)
3220 0 r e t u r n
323 3 0 7 L = N ♦ 1
J 2 4 0 o 00 13 1*1, l
3 25C0 K = I
226O0 I F C X A R G . L E . X ( K > ) GO TO li
2273 2 1 1 C 0 N T INUE
328C0 11 M A X s K^IDEG/2
2290 2 IFCHAX.LT.IQEG*l)HAXaIDEG*1
33030 IF(M AX.GT.N*1>MAX*.N*1
0310 0 Y E S T* T AB L E( H a x -1.IOEG)
3320 J La ICEG-1
33300 lF(L.Ea.?iCO TC 13
23^02 00 12 1*1.L
3 35.' ... 12 YES",*YEST*(XARG-X<MAX-I ) )**ABLECHAX-I-l. I D E G -! ■
2 36'.',: 13 y E S T 3YE S T * < x a p g - x ( ^ A X- IDEG))* y {m a X-IOEG)
2 3722 r e t u r n
33823 E-JO
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301£3'-; C it 11 ti 11 n 11 •l «• II W •1 M II II II U II II II II II II •1 II II II •1 II II II II II II M II M •1 II U II II II •1 II ■1 II II •1 II II II
3323C r HAIM PROGRAM TO USE T h E MODIFIED 3W«
003HG C EQUATION OF STATE.
9046O C
33500 0 I HEMS IOM E ( 2 j fC { 2 > . B < 2 > » B l ( 2 ) J8 2 ( 2 ) # 0 3 ( 2 ) fB4(2).OELM{2),
3 O 6 \L ;j 1 C l ( 2 ) , C 2 ( 2 ) , C 3 ( 2 ) , C 4 ( 2 ) , V R ( 2 > ,01(2) , 02 ( 2) ,3ET(2> »Ga m (2)
22722 DIMENSION 0 ( 2 ) , 2 ( 2 ) .PC100),TC100),H£XP<lO0),ENTH0<123>
aoeac DATA WR/t 3973/, B K l ) / .  1181193/,
00933 4X B l( 2 )/ . 2e 2 5 5 7 9 / , a 2 ( l ) / . 2 6 5 7 2 8 / , 3 2 C 2 ) / . 3 3 i 5 u / . 33(1)/.154 79/
010(4:5 DATA 93 ( 2 ) /. 327655/,34(1)/.3 30 3 23 / i 8 4 ( 2 ) / . 233438/,C l ( l ) / , 22^6744/
0 1 1 0  0 1 ,C l (2)/.3313385/
0 1 2 1 0 DATA C 2 C 1 )/ . 2 1 8 6 9 3 4 / , C 2 ( 2 ) / .3503618/»C 3 (1 )/3 .2/,
<j 1 3 31 1 C 3 (2 ) /. 3 1 6 9 0 l / ,C 4 ( l ) / . 3 42724/
314C-C CATA C 4 ( 2 > / . 2 4 1 5 7 7 / . 0 K l ) / . i55488E-4/,31(2)/.43736E-4/,
Gl5C0 1 02(1)/.623689^-4/
3160 3 DATA 0 2 ( 2 ) / , 2 7 4 03 3 6E - 4/ , b E T ( D / . 6 5 3 9 2 / i8ET(2)/1.22ft/,
0 1 7 J 3 1 G A M ( l) / .3 6 01 6 7/ , DA M ( 2 ) / . 037541/
2183 J REAO(l0.3l,ENO«32) (P( I ), 1*1,96) . C-TC I) » 1 = 1.76)
01930 32 CONTINUE
3232,: R C A 0 ( 1 7,5J,E'-'0*52) (^EXP( I j , 1=1,76)
32132 32 c o n t i n u e
32232 50 F0R-m a T(8F)
323 3 2 31 FOR:ja T( i 2F)
J24 2 .L- W R I T E (4.45)
■J 2 5 2 C ^5 F O R m a T (/, * I\PUT P C, T C,W,WM.OPN.NOP ,'/)
32632 READ ( 4 , 46 ) PC , TC, W , WH , C P >i, NOP
22722 46 F0RHAT(5F,I>
32302 S U M = 3 .2
32903 P*1.987/WM
33002 CO 35 K = 1 » NCR
33122 T R = ^ (K ) /TC
33233 ? R * P (K )/PC
33302 V R ( 1 ) sTR/PR
3 34?y Ir (p (K ) .E Q . 5 0 0 . .A N 0 . T (K ) .UT. 5 4 3 , ) V R (1)*.3459491
3 350 2 Ir (r(<) , E 3 .10 0 3 . . A M 0 , T ( K ) .1,7.603.) VR(l)s. 3459491
03603 IF(P(K),E0,1337..AN0.'(K).LT.6 4 0 . ) V R<1)=. 3 4 59491
3372 2 lF(P(K).EQ,‘2 2 0 2 . . A N O . T ( K ) . L T f6 80.) V* ( 1> * • 0459-19 1
2380 3 -VR(2)=VR(1)
03902 CO 36 1=1,2
0 4 00 2 S.< I ) *81 ( I ) -52 ( I ) / TR-r 3 ( I > / ( TR««2 . )-84( I ) / ( T R • • 3 . )
04102 C ( I )* C 1 ( I)* C 2 ( I)/ TR*C3( I )/(T R * « 3,)
34202 0(1) * 0 1 < I )*0 2 (!)/TR
04302 37 SB = -Pp+ T R / V R ( I )*3 (I >•T R /V R < I ) » * 2,*C(I)» TR / V R < I)« * 3 .
0 440 2 i *0( I )*TR/VR( I )» * 6 .
34 50C 1 *C4 ( I ) /TP«*2./vR( !) **3 . •( 9ET ( I)*GA m (I)/VR(T) »»2 , ) •E'tP ( -G AM ' I )
346C2 1 /VR( I)»*2 . )
347?0 AA=C4< I)/T6**2.»VR( I)••(-3. )*(9 E T <1)♦ G A M(I)«VR( I 5• « <-2, ) )
•34800 1 • € X F ( - G A M( I > * V R( !?**<-2.5 5 »
3 4 9 G j 1 (2.*G a m < I)* w R(I)••<-3,))♦C *(I}/T R ♦ • 2,•VR(I)**(-3,)«rxP
35003 1 C-Ga M ( I) * v R(I)**(-2.))
05102 1 *(-2.*GaM(I ) * VR ( I) « * ( - 3 . ) )- 3 .* ( 8 E T < I)♦GAh( 1 )* v R(I) ••(- 2 .))
05230 1 • E X P(-gam( D « v R (  I )**<-2. ) )
3530 2 4 *C 4(I)/TP»*2.«vR(I)*•(-4.)
35460 CONTINUE
O 55 0 l a9 = - T R * V 9 (I)•*(-2 *)-2.*8(I 5*TR*VR(I)* *(- 3 .)
3 566:? 4* -3 . «C ( I ) •TR«V/q ( I ) •• ( -4 , )- 6,*0 £ I ) *TR*VR( I )*•(-7 , )
35730 a 8 = A9* A A
3580 Z vR( I )*V R(I)-C0/A5
35902 I F ( A3 S (B 8 ) , L E . .30031) GO T 3 38
36003 GO TO 37
T - 1 9  51
06100 38 E U  >«C4 < I )/2./TR*«3./GAM< I)*(BET(I)*1.-
06200 1 {B E T ( I )* t . * G A * < I J / V R C I ) * * 2 . )*EXP(-GAM( I)/ V R < I )**2,))
0630O 2(I>4VR<t)*PR/TR
06400 Q E L H ( I)a (2(!)- 1 .•< 82 t I )*2•*83 < I)/ T R * 3 .*84 < I)/TR
06500 -fJ* **2 . )/TR/VR( I ) —• < G 2 C I )-3, *C3 (I)/TR/TRJ/(2.»TR*VR(IJ-a*2.
06600 1 ♦ 0 2 ( I ) / 5 . / T R / V » < I )• * 5 .*3,* E ( I) >*TR
06700. 36 c o n t i n u e
06600 ENTWQ(K)a<0ELH<l}-k< <Ĵ y R )# fGEi-H(2 J-OELH(l) ) )«R*TC
0 6 9 0 ‘j 35 c o n t i n u e
07300 WR d E  (1 8 » 75 )
07103 75 rORM4T(/,» ENTH. OEPRT. EOR .996 ETWA.n E
37200 1 US I *JG 0 VJR EQUATION . '//>
0 7300 W R I T E (18.39)
37430 39 FORMAT( • PRESSURE TrypERATURE wEXP.
37533 1 e n t h . c a l c . o i f f . p e * c . o i f f , d
07600 W R I T E (18.47)
37700 *7 F0R>'4T(' (PSIA) fOEG.RJ (S TU/ L 9 )
37830 1 (9TU/L9) <8Tu / L9) t*) d
37903 0 0 41 l* 1 #NCP
08003 0 I FT sh£ x P < L 5- £ \ T L O (L )
08103 P eRC 0 5(wrx?<L)-E- (̂ c C L )  )/HEXP ( l ) *123 .
0820. S UM=SU M * 0 IFr * ^ 2 ,
38330 SD*53RT ( S(J*/5P* >
38403 <1 wR ITE( 1 8 . 42) P ( L ) * T ( L ) »*EXP<L) ,E^THO<L> »Olrr,PERCC
03530 42 F 0R m a T(1*.6F15.4)
08603 W R I T E (4,43)
387B J 43 FOR^ATC/,* STA N O a RO O E V I a TION ,'/)
08800 W R I T E £4,44) So
38900 44 F ORM A T ( i * , F 2 2 .7)
290BC ENO
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TABLE XVIII 
List of Variables for Corresponding States 



















Reduced enthalpy departure for first reference 
substance.
Reduced enthalpy departure for second reference 
substance
Reduced temperature of first reference substance 
Reduced temperature of second reference substance 
Reduced pressure of first reference substance 
Reduced pressure of second reference substance 
Ideal gas enthalpy 
Experimental enthalpy
Pressure at which the enthalpy departure is to 
be calculated




Difference between experimental and calculated 
enthalpy
Percent difference between experimental and 
calculated enthalpy
Root mean square deviation between experimental 
and calculated enthalpy departures





















Number of data points
Number of reduced pressure values for first 
reference substance table
Number of reduced pressure values for second 
reference substance table
Number of reduced temperature values for first 
reference substance table
Number of reduced temperature values for 
second reference substance table
Step size of parameters in optimization procedure 
Molecular weight
Number of data point, constant number 
Maximum number of search iterations 
Initial critical pressure 
Initial critical temperature 
Initial acentric factor
Condition of print equal zero if the results 
are to be printed, and equal one if the program 
is to be run again
Enthalpy departure calculation and comparison 
subroutine name
Variable indicating direction of maximum reduction 
in standard deviation
IND Conter variable of search iteration
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TABLE XVIII 
(continued)
Subroutines ENTH, REFl, and REF2
TABLE Storage matrix for difference table
PTAB Vector containing reduced pressure corresponding
to HTAB values of reduced enthalpy
TTAB Vector containing reduced temperatures corres­
ponding to HTAB values of reduced enthalpy
HTAB Matrix containing reduced enthalpies upon which
interpolation is based
HVEC Vector containing enthalpies from HTAB at the
same reduced temperature




ABLE Difference table calculation subroutine name
NEW Third order interpolation subroutine name
REFl Subroutine used for the first reference substance
REF2 Subroutine used for the second reference substance
HINTl Final interpolated enthalpy using first
reference table
HINT2 Final interpolated enthalpy using second
reference table
R Gas constant
ILOW,JLOW Defined in program
IY, JAY Defined in program











Subroutines ABLE and NEW
An array containing abscissa values in ascending 
order
An array containing ordinate values
Maximum subscript on X and Y
Maximum order of divided difference to be 
calculated by ABLE
Interpolation argument
Variable used to hold partially computed 
value of interpolant
Subscript of largest X value used in constructing 
the interpolating polynomial
DEGREE Degree of desired interpolating polynomial
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TABLE XVIII 
List of Variable for the Program 
to use the Modified BWR Equation
Program
Symbol ______________________ Definition____________________
DELH Enthalpy departure to be calculated for the simple
and the reference fluids
VR Reduced volume








NDP Number of data points, constant number
DPN Number of data points
Z Compressibility factor
NETHD Enthalpy departure
DIFF Difference between experimental and calculated
enthalpy
PERCD Percent difference between experimental and
calculated enthalpy
SC Root mean square deviation between experimental
and calculated enthalpy departures
HEXP Experimental enthalpy departures
P Pressure at which enthalpy departure to be
calculated
T Temperature at which enthalpy departure to be
calculated
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APPENDIX C
RESULTS OF CORRESPONDING STATES CORRELATION
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TABLE XIX
ENTH. DEPART. FOR .996 ETHANE
•• ii M •1 N II II II M II II ii u it ii ii n ii ii ii ii ii ii ii u ii M II M II U •1 II II
CG, C.S . CORRELATION}
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE £XP.E -«Th , CALC.ENTH DIFF. PERC. DIFF.
(PSIA) (OEG.R) £ B T U / l B ) (BTU/ l B (BTU/LB) (X)
523,2733 300.3002 -213.3323 •223,4486 1.6486 -0.7535
50 3 , 00F3 320,3300 -213.9033 •215,7179 1.8179 -0.8499
523 ,322C 343,0000 -203.9003 •210.6560 1.7368 - e .8406
522,2322 363,0000 -224.2220 -205,4553 1.2550 -0 .6146
521,303Z 333.0032 -198.7003 -200,2553 1.5553 -2 ,7827-
57>?.3Z2Z 433,2200 -193.4323 •194,9734 1.5734 -0 .8135
522.2222 403.0032 -187.9333 -189,5689 1.6669 -2.8882
507 ,2222 443,0030 -191.9023 •183,3430 1.4430 -2.7933
5£7,2327 460,0233 -175.7203 •177,0167 1.3167 -2.7494
522,0222 463,0330 -168.8033 •169,6036 8.8036 -2.4761
5 22.2223 500,0333 -160.3303 -162,7821 2.4821 -1 .5484
502,3237 520.3302 -148.8000 •115,2530 -33.5473 22.5453
527.2222 543,0030 -40.3003 -39,6341 -0.3659 2,9147
5 Z Z ,2300 560,020? -34.7003 -33,737i •0.9629 2 .7749e ■« <• « n n3 w i 4̂ g w i . 580,0322 -31.0300 -29,9600 -1.0403 3.3547
527.2327 620.0302 -27.8000 -26,9462 -0.8538 3,07x3
5Z3.2222 62010330 -25.3300 -24,6900 •e.eioo 2.4129
52 7.22 27 640,0322 -23.3302 -22,7943 -2.5363 2.l7i7
52 2.2222 662,3230 -21* 6003 -20.2011 -1.3989 6,4764
321.2222 683,2330 -23 .2302 -19,6562 -0.5438 2.6921
522.2322 722,3322 -18.7302 -18.3340 -0.3663 1.9573
52 7,32 2? 723.0023 -17,8323 -17,1488 -0.6512 3 .6584
572.3322 740,2332 -16.7323 -16,1999 -0.5001 2.9946
52 7.3222 76 0,0322 -15.6303 - 1 5 , I45i -0.4549 2.9157
1027.0727 322 »2322 -217.4000 •219,0919 1.6919 - e .7783
X 3 « «,• , 3 2 l ? 320.0020 -212.5303 •21 4 ,2 1 46 1.7146 -2.8069
1322.3222 340,2330 -237.4303 •209,1867 1.7867 -2.86x5
12*7.3232 3 6 C .2320 -202.7303 •204,1373 1.4873 -2.7337
13 3 v .3222 380,2322 -197.4003 •199,0276 1.6276 -0 .8245
127Z.3Z2? 430.0000 -192.2303 •193,7613 1.5613 -0 .8123
1322.3202 423.2022 -187.1202 •138.5774 1.4774 -0.7896
l2 •. *■. 22 2'2 44 3,0000 -181.6023 •132,8032 1.2032 -0.6626
12 ~ . 3 2 0 C 462 * 3030 -175.5302 •I76,8l4i 1.2141 -0.5768
l3»-^«0C3r 482.2303 -169.6303 •170,5374 0.9374 -0.5527
1023.3223 503.2000 -162.7320 •163,5701 0.8701 -0.5348
12* 2 •2232 523.2003 -155.3300 •155,4147 0.4147 -0.2676
iZZZ,3232 540.0300 -145.3223 •145,2956 -2 .0 344 0 .0032
132 3. 322J 560.2002 -131.7223 •131.1225 -0.5775 2 .4385
132^,3332 580.2203 -126.5233 • 1 0 4 t 8 401 -1.6399 1.5586
1033.0333 6 0 3 . 2032 -77.7303 •77,9505 0.2305 -2 .3224
1332 .2222 623.2332 -63.5003 -63,2187 •0.2313 I .4430
1227,3333 640,3303 -55,2302 -34,4260 •0.5743 1.0437
1223.3323 663 ,3333 -49.1333 -48,6342 -0 .4958 1.0093
1321,3302 682.2330 -44.3333 -43,8767 •0.4233 2 .9555
1222.3230 733,2333 -40.8000 •40,2116 •0.5884 1.4421
1033,3030 720.0302 -37.3300 -37,0953 -0.7045 1.8637
1221.2202 740.3032 -35,1002 -34,2513 -0.8487 2.4180
130 7,0003 76 0 ,2002 -32.7200 -31,7834 •0.9166 2 .8029
1522.3332 322 .2302 -215.9000 •216,6911 0.7911 -0 .3664
1503.3003 323,3200 -213.9003 •211,8832 0.9032 -2.4282
15C3.30OO J 4 0 . 3000 -206* 0300 •206,7276 0.7276 -0.3532
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TABLE X I X
( c o n t i n u e d )
1 5 0 3 . 3000 360 3302 -201.3000 -201,9674 0.6674 -0.3315
1523,3303 383 3002 -196.3000 — 197,0158 0.7158 -0.3647
15SO.0003 423 3000 -191.0000 *192 * 0393 1.0390 -0.5440
1533,3033 423 0003 -186.2000 *186,5434 0,3434 -0.1844
1502.0330 443 2302 -180.9000 •181,0805 0.1805 -0.0998
1502,3033 460 0300 -175.5003 •175,6726 0.1726 -0.0984
1522,3330 480 0000 -169,9000 ^169,7701 -0.1299 0.0765
l5E3 ,3303 533 0300 -163.8023 • 1 6 3 , 431i *0.3689 0.2252
1532.3002 520 0000 -157.2000 *156,6891 *0.5109 0.3250
1533,2323 543 0302 -149.8000 • 149 ,3672 -0.2328 0.1554
1532,3003 560 0300 -141.6200 •141,2816 -0.3184 0.2249
1522,3333 580 0300 -132.1000 -131,4168 -0.6832 0.5172
1523.3002 633 0000 -120.2000 •118,9446 -1.2554 1.0444
1533.3022 620 0300 -106.3003 •104,7936 -1.5064 1.4171
1503.3323 643 0000 -91,9003 -91,6505 -0.2495 0.2715
1532 .3332 660 0200 -80.5000 -80,3717 -0.1283 0.1594
1502,3003 680 0330 -71.5002 -71,3217 -0.1783 0 .2494
1502.3022 700 0200 -64,0000 -64,1716 0.1716 -0.2682
1522.3232 720 0300 -58.3003 -58,2165 -0.5835 0.9924
1532,3222 740 3200 -53.7303 -53,3784 -0.3216 0.5983
1532,3333 763 0000 -49.4003 -49,3450 -0.2550 0.1114
2232.3332 320 3200 -214.3000 * 2 l S ,3685 0.7685 -0.3586
2222 ,300? 322 3320 -209,3000 •210,1338 0.8338 -0.3984
2222.8202 343 3300 -204.4030 •235,2724 0.8724 -0.4268
2232,3020 363 2800 -199.8230 i 2 0 3 ,3712 0.5712 -0.2859
2202 ,3230 383 0000 -195.0000 •195,6042 0.6042 -0.3099
2 2 2 ” .3033 430 0000 -190.0000 •190,6364 0.6564 -0.3455
2023.2222 420 0000 -185.1303 il35.309a 0.2098 -0.1134
2030.2203 443 2300 -179.9003 •180,2950 0.3950 -0.2195
230 3 .0S33 460 0300 -174,7000 • 174 ,7959 0 .C959 -0 .0549
203-2, 3J0-2 480 0800 -169.5303 *169,2700 •0.2300 0.1357
2002.0223 530 0300 -163.9002 *163,5465 -0.3535 0.2157
2033,0223 520 2002 -157.9000 i!57,549a *0.3502 0.2218
203 3.3223 540 0006 -151.9000 *151,3283 -0.5720 0.3765
2000.0002 560 3233 -145.1300 il44,i757 -0.9243 0.6373
** ^  *» /* ^  v *»• -- • W V * v 58? 3220 -137.9000 •136,6009 -1.2991 0 .9423
2230.0030 602 3320 -129.6000 -128,1896 -1,4104 1.0883
200 3.3002 620 0302 -119.6003 *ll9,874fl 0.2740 -0.2291
203 3.022c 640 020? -111.0000 •110,7308 •0.2692 2.2426
203C.022O 660 0006 -121.4000 •101,2065 -0.1935 0 .1908
2032.0032 680 0002 -92.2000 -92,2943 0.0943 -0.1023
2020,3303 720 0020 -83.7300 -84,1168 0.4168 -0.4979
2002.0032 720 0300 -76.1000 -76,7875 0.6875 -0.90342000 .3202 743 0002 -69.9030 -70,9218 1.0218 — 1« 4 6 1 3
2030.3302 760 0300 -64.3000 -65,6544 ' 1.3544 -2 ,1063
T - 1 9 5 1 6 6
TABLE X I X
( c o n t i n u e d )
EMTW, OEpART.  f o r  . 9 9 6  ETHANE 
fBWR £Q. OF STATE)
PRESSURE t e m p e r a t u r e HEXP. ENTM,  CALC. D I F F  . PERC.  O I F F
( P S I A ) (DEC,??) ( 0 T U / 1 3 ) ( 8 T U / l b ) ( 3 T J / L 3 ) ( X )
5 , ' . ; .  z 2Cj2 3 3 0 . 3 3 3 3 - 2 1 8 . 8 3 3 0 • 2 2 2 . 1 1 6 5 3 3 1 6 5 - 1 . 5 1 58
5 ~ L  ?3?3 3 2 3 , 3 0 3 ? - 2 1 3 . 9 3 3 3 - 2 1 6  . 4 9 2 7 2 5 9 0 7 - 1 . 2 1 1 2
5-7 J . 2 2?. 3 3 * 0 , 0 2 2 3 - s e a . 9 3 3 3 - 2 1 0 . 9 1 0 3 2 J 1 0 3 - 0  . 9 6 2 3
5 7 ’ , ?2J?3 3 6 3 . 7 0  00 - 2 2 4 . 2 3 3 2 • 2 ? 5 , 3 6 6 9 1 16 6? - 0 . 5 7 1 5
57 ’ .'7 0-JS 3 8 3 . 2 2 3 0 - 1 9 3 . 7 3 C 3 • l 9 9 . 3 3 5 1 1 1 3 5 1 - 0 . 5 7 1 3
5 "  ’ . 7 ? 7 ? 4 0 2 . 2 3 3 0 - 1 9 3 . 4 3 3 3 - 1 9 4 , 2 7 i 6 J a 7 i 6 - e . 4 5 3 7
5 '? :,22C2 4 2 2 . 3 0 3 2 - 1 3 7 . 9 3 2 3 • 1 8 8 , 6 l i 5 3 7 1 1 5 - C . 3 7 8 7
5 J 0 ? 3 4 4 2 . 3 7 2 2 - 1 8 1 . 9 3 3 3 - 1 S 2 . 7 5 7 2 3 8 5 7 2 - 2 . 4 7 1 2
57 7 , ^ 0 7 ? 46 0  . 2 0 0 0 - 1 7 5 . 7 3 3 3 - 1 7  6 , 5 3  49 3 5 4 9 - 0  . 4 3 6 6
5 '  - . 7 0  '0 4 8 3 . 3 0 2 0 - 1 6 8 . 8 3 3 3 * 1 6 9 , 7 3 4 3 3 9 3 4 3 - 0  . 5 5 3 5
57 .  , : : 77? 5 2 2 . 3 0 2 3 - 1 6 3 . 3 3 3 3 * 1 6 1 .  7 194 1 4 1 9 4 - 0  . 3 8 5 4
57 5 2 3 . Z C 2 0 - 1 4 8 , 5 0 3 3 • 1 5 2 . 6 5 3 9 1 35 3 9 - 1 . 2 4 5 9
5 7 ,  , j  3 2 5 * 3 . 2 0 2 3 - 4 0 . 2 0 3 3 - 4 3 . 1 5 3 5 3 15 3 5 - 0 . 3 8 3 8
5 “ ■' , 7Z7? 5 6 3 . 3 0  20 - 3 4 . 7 3 3 2 - 3 4 . 3 1 5 8 3 1 1 9 8 - C . 3 4 5 2
5 7 ■ . :  c 7 5 8 2 . 3 0 0 0 - 3 1 . 7 3 2 2 - 3 0 . 9 6 6 1 - 3 0 3 3 9 2 . 1 0 9 3
5 •  . 7 7 7 0 6 0 2 . 2 0 3 2 - 2 7 , 3 3 0 3 - 2 7 . 9 5 2 5 3 15 2 5 - 0 . 5 4 8 5
5 7.: . Z22Z 6 2 0 . 3 0 2 0 - 2 5 . 3 2 2 0 - 2 5  . 4 9 * 4 2 l 9 l 4 - 0 . 7 5 6 7
C ” • . f* — m« o v O 6 * 3 . 3 0 2 0 - 2 3 . 3 2 2 0 - 2 3 . 4 2 47 3 12 4 7 - 0 . 5 3 5 3
5 ! 1 t  t  ’ 7 6 6 2 . 2 0 3 0 - 2 1 . 6 2 0 2 - 2 1 . 6 5 4 5 2 •0545 - 0 . 2 5 2 4
5 7 7 . Z032 6 8 2 . 2 2 3 ? - 2 2 . 2 0 0 0 - 2 3 . 1 1 5 5 - 3 0 8 4 5 £ . 4  1.83
5?< . 72-70 7 0 2 . 2 0 3 2 - 1 8 . 7 2 2 3 - 1 3  . 7 6 1 8 2 J 6 l 8 - 0  . 3 3 0 2
5 i  v i f  *; 7 7 7 2 3 , 2 0 2 2 - 1 7 ,3222 - 1 7 . 5 5 9 6 - a 2 4 0 4 1 . 3 5 0 7
5 ~ ; , 7  27 7 7 4 3 . 3 0 0 3 - 1 6 . 7 2 3 0 - 1 6  . 4 3 3 5 - a 2 1 6 5 1 . 2 9 6 5
52 7 , 7  37 7 7 6 0 . 2 2 s ? - 1 5 . 9 2 0 3 - 1 5 . 5 1 3 7 - 3 3 8 6 3 2 . 4 2 9 3
1 L -■ « 7 2^7 32 3 . 3 0 3 ? - 2 1 7 . 4 2 2 3 - 2 2 0 , 5 3 0 6 3 13 0 6 - 1 . 4 4 3 0
1 L. 2 3 2 3 . 3 0 0 ? - 2 1 2 . 5C03 - 2 1 *  . 9 4 4 8 2 4 4 4 8 - 1 . 1 5 3 5
l : . 2 37 7 3 4 3 . 2 0 0 2 - 2 2 7 . 4 0 0 3 * 2 0 9  . 4 2 i 2 2 0 2 1 2 - 2  . 9 7 4 5
1 w - . . 2 u J 2 3 6 2 . 3 0 2 ? - 2 2 2 . 7 2 3 ? * 2 0 3 . 9 5 6 5 1 2 5 6 5 - 2 . 6 i 9 9  '
1» i. »>J u 3 2 3 5 3 . 2 0 0 2 - 1 9 7 . 4 3 2 3 - 1 9 8 . 5 3 3 ? 1 13 3? - 0  . 5  739
4 '■ -■ <*•,-■*  ̂ • - - •  ̂4. W 4 0 0 , 2 0 2 ? - 1 9 2 . 2 2 3 2 - 1 9 3 . 1 1 9 2 3 9 1 9 2 - 0 . 4 7 8 2
1 - - • .- i, ^ 4 2 3 . 3 0 3 0 - 1 9 7 . 1 2 3 0 - 1 8 7 . 6 6 9 1 *j 5 6 9 1 - 0 . 3 3 4 2
1 L U <- . < ' 223 4 4 0 , 3?22 - 1 8 1 . 6 2 3 0 - 1 9 2 . 1 1 3 3 3 5 1 3 3 - 0 , 2 3 5 4
I S "  ’ . J 2 2 2 4 6 0 . 3 0 2 2 - 1 7 5 . 3 0 3 3 - 1 7 6 . 3 7 5 2 2 5 7 5 2 - 0 . 3 2 7 2
1 ̂  ̂  ? 4 8-3 , 3 0  00 - 1 6 9 . 6 0 3 3 - 1 7 0 . 3 3 3 3 Cl 70 3 3 - 2  . 4 i 4 7
12 7 J .  ̂3 7 7 5 ? 3 . 3 2 3 0 - 1 6 2 . 7 0 3 3 * 1 6 3  . 6 3 1 6 a 98 16 - 0 . 6H 33
I ??- *  , 2 2 3 2 5 2 3 . 2 0 2 0 - 1 5 5 . 3 0 S 3 - 1 5 6 . 1 3 3 0 1 103? - e . 7 1 1 6
X » ■- - i 2 c‘ 2 2 5 * 0 . 3 0 3 ? - 1 4 5 . 3 3 3 3 - 1 4 6  . 6 4 8 4 ■, 3 4 9 4 - 0  . 92  30
12 .. « 1 7 7 2 5 6 k ) . 3 ? 0 3 - 1 3 1 . 7 3 3 3 - 1 3 2 . 2 7 7 4 3 5 7 7 4 - 0 . 4 j 8 4
12 7 2 , 2 3 2 3 5 8 3 . 0 0 3 ? - 1 2 6 . 5 3 3 3 - 1 0 3  . 7 2 7 2 - 2 79 J8 2 . 6 2 2 3
1 2 " 2 . 3  273 62 ?  . 3 0 0 ? - 7 7 . 7 3 0 0 - 7 8  . 4 6 1 1 0 7 6 1 1 - 0 , 9  79 54 • ■ -* -» , *> 1 ”,i  ̂  . .- I o i.- c 6 2 S . 3 2 2 0 - 6 3 . 5 2 2 3 - 6 4 . 5 9 4 4 1 J 9 4 4 - 1 . 7 2 3 4
1 7 7  2 , 3 3 2 3 6 * 0  . 3 0 0 0 - 5 5 . oa e ? - 5 5 . 9 2 0 3 iu 9 2 3 3 - 1 . 6 7 3 3
1 . 7  2 . 2 3 2 3 6 6 0  . 3 0 2 ? - 4 9 . 1 2 3 0 - 4 9 . 7 1 3 3 3 6 1 3 3 - 1 . 2 4 9 2
l :  7 ■ , 7 3 3 2 6 3 2  . 2 0 0 2 - 4 4 . 3 3 3 3 - 4 4 . 9 i 6 7 a 6 l 6 7 - 1 . 3 9 2 0
1 ” 2 , Z 3 2 3 7 0 2 . 3 0 0 2 - 4 0 . 5 3 3 3 - 4 1 . 0 3 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 - 0 . 5 6 8 8
1 3 2 3 , 3 3 2 3 7 2 3 , 3 0 3 2 - 3 7 . 8 3 0 3 - 3 7 . 7 9 5 6 - 3 0 1 3 * 0 . 2 3 5 5
Is. - . 3 2 7 3 7 4 0  . 3 3 0 2 - 3 5 . . 2 2 3 - 3 5 . 3 1 4 3 - 3 0 8 5 7 0 . 2 4 4 1
1 J 2 ’ . 2 2 3 2 7 6 3  . 3 0 3 2 - 3 2 . 7 3 0 3 - 3 2 . 6 0 6 6 - 3 0 9 3 4 0 . 2 5 5 7
1 5 3  7 , 33. 73 3 2 3  . 2 2 0 0 - 2 1 5 . 9 3 0 3 - 2 1 9 . 9 2 6 3 3 0 2 6 0 - 1 .  4-016
15 3  7 , 3 3 7  3 3 2 3  .‘3 ? 3 2 - 2 1 2 . 9 3 0 3 * 2 1 3 . 3 7 3 6 2 4 7 3 6 - 1 . 1 7 2 9
1 5 3 .  , 2 3 2 3 3 4 G . 2 ? 2 0 - 2 2 6 . 3 0 0 3 - 2 0 7 . 3 9 7 5 1 3 9 7 5 - 0 . 9 2 1 1
1 5 3 .; , 3 3 3 3 3 6 3 , 3 ? 2 0 - 2 3 1 , 3 3 0 2 - 2 0 2 . 4 9 8 3 1 1 9 5 3 - 0 . 5 9 5 3
_ S S S . ^ S 5 f f l »® S g ° « M » m o 8 0 4 a .
T - 1 9 5 1 67
TABLE X I X
( c o n t i n u e d )
1 5 0 0 , 3 8 0 . 0 3 0 2 - i 9 6 . 3 ? e e - 1 9 7 . 1 6 3 6 2 . 3 6 3 6
1 5 3 3  , 2 2 0 0 4 0 0 . 0 0 3 2 - 1 9 1 . 0 0 3 0 - 1 9 1 . 6 6 9 7 2 . 5 6 9 7
1 5 0 2 , ? 2 ; * 3 4 2 2 . P 0 S 0 - 1 8 6 . 2 0 2 2 - 1 8 6 . 5 3 2 4 0 . 3 8 6 4
1 5 3 2 . £ 2 2 3 4 4 2  t Z 2 Z Z - 1 8 2 . 9 0 2 0 - 1 8 1 . 2 5 5 9 2 , 3 5 5 9
1 5 3 2 . C £ 2 3 4 6 3 . 3 3 3 ? - 1 7 5 . 5 0 2 0 - 1 7 5 . 3 2 9 5 2 . 3 2  95
1 5 2 3 , 3 3 2 ? 4 8 G . S? 2 P - 1 6 9 . 9 0 2 ? - 1 7 0 . 2 2 l 9 2 . 3 2 1 9
1 5 2 ’ , 2 2 2 2 s e e . 0 3 3 ? - 1 6 3 . 8 0 2 0 - 1 6 4 . 3 1 9 1 0 . 5 1 9 1
1 5 ? 2 , 3 3 7 3 5 2 2 . 3 2 0 ? - 1 5 7 . 2 0 3 2 - 1 5 7 . 9 5 3 3 0 . 7 5 3 3
1 5 3 : . 3 2 3 2 5 4 0 . 0 3 2 ? - 1 4 9 . 8 0 3 0 " 1 5 0 . 3 5 9 3 1 . 0 5 9 2
1 5 0 7 , 2 3 2 3 5 6 0 , 0 3 2 0 - 1 4 1 . 6 2 3 0 - 1 4 2 . 5 3 6 ? 2 ,  9 8 e 7
1 5 ? : . 3 3 7 2 5 8 0 . 0 3  0 ? - 1 3 2 . 1 0 0 2 * 1 3 2  . 3 7 i ? 2  . 2 ? 1 7
1 5  2 7 , 2 0 2 2 6 ? e . Z ? Q 2 - 1 2 £ . 2 0 3 0 - 1 1 9 . 5 3 3 2 -  2 , a 6 1 £
15 . 7- ’ , 2 0 ? ? 6 2 0 . £ 3 0 ? - 1 0 6 . 3 0 2 2 - 1 2 5 . 4 4 5 ^ - 3 . 5 5 4 5
1 5 3  7 , 2 2 2 6 4 0 , 0 f C ? - 9 1 . 9 2 0 0 - 9 2 . 4 6 4 9 £ . 5 6 4 5
1 5 2 7 , 2 2 2 0 6 6  0 , 3 3 3 ? - 8 2 . 5 0 2 0 - 8 1 . 5 7 5 5 1 . 0  7 58
1 5 2 . ; ,  z z z t 6 e 2 . ? 3 z  ? - 7 i . 5 3 2 0 - 7 2 . 7 2 2 2 1 . 2 2 : 2
1 5 7 7 . 7  3 2 ? 7 0 C , 0  ? 0 0 - 6 4 . 3 0 2 0 - 6 5 . 5 3 2 7 1 , 3 2 0 7
- 5 3 7  , 2 2 2 3 7 2 3  . 3 3 3 0 - 5 6 . 6 0 0 3 - 5 9 . 6 2 2 1 3 . 3 2 2 1
1 5 7 7 , 2 3 3 ? 7 4 2 , 2 ? S 2 - 5 3 . 7  0 2 0 - 5 4  . 6 8 3 5 2 . 9 8 3 5
1 5  7 7 , 2 7 7 ? 7 6 C . 0 0 0 ? - 4 9  . 4 0 2 0 - 5 0  , 4 3 5 9 1 . 0 8 5 9
2 3 7 .  . 2 2 7 ? ^ « rt <7  ̂0 tv*.  |> 4.' — 2 1 4 . 0 0 2 3 - 2 1 ? . 3 0 4 5 3 . 2 2 4 5
2  £ 7 ? » 7 2 2 ? 3 2 0 . £ ?  3? - 2 0 9 . 3 2 2 0 " 2 1 1 . ? 3 2 0 2 . 4  8 0?
Z ' - Z : - '  3 2 3 2 3 4 0 . 0 3 3 ?  ■ - 2 0 4 . 4 ? 2 2 - 2 0 6 . 3 4 3 9 1 . 9 4 3 9
2 7 * - '  , 7 2 2 ? 3 6 0 . 0 3 0 3 - 1 9 9 . 6CC3 - 2 ®0 , 9 9 9 5 1 . 1 9 9 5
«S . 7 ~ -t ^ 'f /I2   ̂  ̂ * f w* C 3 8 0 . 2 0  0 0 - 1 9 5 . £ 2 2 2 - l 9 5  , ? 3 8 2 2 . 7 2 3 2
^ r» *: *» r  -> t  *. *. ■ • 1/ (. w 4 C 0 . 2 0 C C - 1 9 2 . 2 0 2 2 - 1 9 0  . 5 4 2 1 0 . 5 4 2 1
2 J 7 . . 2 C 7 C 4 2 2  . 3 0 0 ? - 1 8 5 . 1 0 0 0 - 1 8 5 . 3 8 4 4 0 . 2 8 4 4
2 2  7 7 . 2 3 2 2 4 4  C . . 2 7 Z 2 - 1 7 9 . 9 2 0 0 - 1 8 0 . 2 3 0 6 ? . 3 2 ? e
2 3 £i  . 0 0 0 ? 4 6 2 . 0 0 0 ? - 1 7 4 . 7 0 2 2 - 1 7 5 . 0 3 7 7 0 , 3 2 7 7
2 t C i-1 L ^ 4 8 2 . 2 0 3 0 - 1 6 9 , 5 2 0 0 - 1 6 9 . 7 5 ? 9 0 . 2 5  09
2 -  i. * O C  ̂? 5 0 2 . 0 3 2 2 - 1 6 3 . 9 0 0 0 — 1 6 4 . 3 0 i 6 O . 4 2 1 6
C *■. >- t  : * 1. t  ' . 6 5 2 2 , 3 3 0 ? - 1 5 7 . 9 3 0 0 - 1 5 8 . 6 0 0 6 ? , 7 2 0 e
m ft . r  ̂  ̂2 * V • ' 5 4 2 . 2 0 3 0 - 1 5 1  . 9 0 0 0 - l 5 2 . 5 3 ? 4 3 , 6 3 0 4
5 -» 7 n r  *> . Jfc t* t' •• 1 L. 6 l k 5 6 2 . 2 3 2 ? - 1 4 5 . 1 3 0 0 - 1 4 5 . 9 3 3 1 0 . 8 2 3 2
t  ■. » i. <Lt L 5 8 0 . 0 3 0 ? - 1 3 7 . 9 0 0 2 - 1 3 B . 6 C 8 3 3 . 7 2 6 3
2 L.. - 7 • 2 i< J ? 6 0 S . 2 7 0 ? - 1 2 9 . 6 2 3 0 - 1 3 0 . 3 6 1 2 3 . 7 6 1 2
23 3 : . 2 Z Z 2 6 2 2 . 0 0 C? - 1 1 9 . 6 0 0 3 - 1 2 1 . 1 9 6 2 1 . 5 5 6 ?
22<- 7«2«y?? 6 4 C . 0 ? 2 0 - 1 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 . 5 4 5 2 0 . 5 4 5 2
O  ̂ n ~ n ff c, i. t> , 11 . 1 / 6 6 2 . 3 ? £ ? - 1 0 1 . 4 ? ? ? — 1 2 2 . 2 6 5 5 3 . 6 6 5 5
«. >> *, n ~* i 'y * fl y nr,  p* m C"  W | Uk - 9 2 . 2 0 0 2 - 9 3  . 2 4 9 3 1 , 0 4 9 2
O' - ' . ' I4_  ̂ 1- . _ t- k.' 1- •• m n'  n n — n/ <- i» 9 V ** t, " - 8 3 . 7 0 0 0 - 8 5 . 3 1 5 5 1 . 6 1 5 5
2   ̂ u  ̂ , 2 2 .. 3 7 2 2 . 0 3 2 0 - 7 6 . 1 2 0 0 - 7 8 . 2 9 3 2 2 . 1 5 3 2
23  3 2 . 2 0 3 ? 74  3 . 2 2  2 ? - 6 9 . 9 0 0 ? - 7 2 . 1 2 0 3 2 , 2 2  33
2 2 7 7  . 7 3 3 ? 7 6 0 . 2 2 2 ? - 6 4  . 3 0 0 0 - 6 6 . ? 0 0 3 2 . 4 e ? 3





E . *  399 
£ . ^ 5 5 3 
£ . 2 : 5 4  
2 . 1 9 6 7  e.:3762.1594 
2 . 3 1 6 9  
2 .4792 
2 . 7 7 1 E. 6  9 69 
2 . 2 . : 57  
£ . 5 5 3 6 
£ . 6 / 4 3
6 *7 
3 3 6 4
7 £66 
2 9 1 6
1 . 3 9 3 1  
1 . 6 3 1 5  
2 . 1 9 8 3  1.4:2c 1.18 4 9 £.9512 
£ . 6 7  3 
E . 3 7 8 6  
2 3 5 3  
15 3 7  
1 6 3 9  
1 9 3 3  
C . 1 4 8 2
0 . 2 4 5 P 
£ . 4 4 3 5  
£ , * i 5 t
£ . 5 7 4 1  
£ . 5 i 37 
£ . 5 6 7 3  
1 . 2 3 4 5  E . 4 912 
£ . 6 5 6 4  
1.1261 1.93/71 
2 . 6o2C 
17 6 5  
7 3 3 2
T - 1 9 5 1
6 8
TABLE XX
P R E S S U R E
E N T H .  3 E P a R T ,
s s s s S s a s S s s s s  
( G  a C  , S  , A  T
T E M P E R A T U R E
F O R  . 2 7  E T H A . \ £  I N  P R O P a N E  
T H E  O P T ,  P R a M E T e R S )
e x p . e .‘j t h . c a l c . e n t h
M I X T U R E  
0 I F r  , P E R C .  D I F F
C P S  I A  ) ( O E C . R ) ( 3 T U / L 05 ( 3 T U / L 3 ( 9 T L / L 9 ) t%)
5 f c . a e 3 h; 5 8 3 0 3 0  0 - 1 4 2 , 0 C 0 2 - 1 4 1 , 0 3 8 0 - 0 . 9 6 2 3 Z . 6 7 7 5
5 0  3 . 3 3 2  3 6 2 0 0 2 0 0 - 4 3 . 6 0 0 0 - 4 2 . 3 4 4 5 - 1 . 2 5 5 5 2 . 8 7 9 6
5 . ; ? .  3 2  0 ? 6 4 0 0 0 3 0 - 3 6 . 6 0 0 0 - 3 7 , 2 7 5 7 0 . 6 7 5 7 -1  . 8 4 6 1
5 » 3 . 0 0  2 ’J 6 6 0 0 3 0 0 - 3 2 . 2 0 2 3 - 3 2 , 4 9 6 7 0 . 2 9 6 7 - 0  . 9 2 1 6
5 c u  , 3 ?  3 0 6 6 3 1 0 2 0 - 3 1 . 7 'J0 3 - 3 1 , 9 2 6 0 0 . 2 2 6 3 -0  . 7 1 3 1
i B : ' 0 . 3 0 C ? 3 6 0 2 3 0  2 - 1 9 5 . 4 0 0 2 - 1 9 6 , 3 9 9 9 2 . 6 9 9 9 -0  . 3 5 8 2
1 3 '.: 3 . 3 3 0 3 3 3 0 2 2 0 0 - 1 9 1 . 2 3 0 3 - 1 9 1 , 6 2 0 3 2 . 4 2 0 3 - 2  . 2 1 9 8
1 0 U 0 . 3 0 2 O 4 2  2 0 3 2 0 - 1 8 6 . 9 3 2 2 - 1 8 7 , 2 9 0 8 2 . 3 9 e a - 0  . 2 0 9 1
1 0 .-3 . 3 3 3 0 4 2 2 2 3 0 0 - 1 3 2 • 5 3 0 0 — 1 8 2 , 8 3 0 1 2 . 3 3 0 1 - 0 . 1 3 0 9
1 3  «.■ •> i 3 2  3 J 4 4 0 2 2 3 0 - 1 7 8 , 2 0 2 0 - 1 7 8 , 4 9 5 6 0 . 2 9 5 6 - 0 . 1 6 5 9
i C : ' 3 . 3 2 3 ? 4 6 2 2 3 2 0 - 1 7 3 . 8 0 0 0 - 1 7 4 , 0 4 8 ? 2 . 2 4 8 7 -0  . 1 4 3 1
1 2 1 2  . 3 0 0 ? 4 6 1 6 3 0  0 - 1 7 3 . 5 0 0 2 - 1 7 3 , 6 7 6 7 0 . 1 7 6 7 -2  . 1 0 1 9
l C ? 0 . 3 7 2 o 4 8 3 2 3 2 0 - 1 6 9 . 4 0 3 0 - 1 6 9 , 4 6 9 5 2 . 2 6 9 5 - 0 . 3 4 1 0
1 3 2  3 . 3 3  0 3 5 3 0 2 3 2 ? - 1 6 4 . 7 0 0 0 - 1 6 4 , 6 0 6 6 - 2 . 0 9 2 4 0 . 3 5 6 7
« H  •''• "? Jl •■» ™ "•l O - o . O t v t , 5 2 3 2 3 2 0 — 1 6  3 . 2 0 0 0 - 1 5 9 , 8 2 3 9 • 0  . 1 7 6 1 e . n o 3
1 3 2 3 . 2 2 *-.'. 5 4 0 2 3 2 0 - 1 5 5 . 1 2 0 0 • 1 5 4 , 7 6 9 8 - 0 . 3 3 2 2 0 . 2 1 2 9
1 3 2  7 . 3 0 2 0 5 6 0 3 3 2 0 - 1 4 9 . 9 0 0 0 - 1 4 9 , 3 1 9 9 - e . s a e i z  . 3 3 7 3
1 0 2 2 . 3 2 2 3 5 8 0 2 2 2 ? - 1 4 4 . 2 0 0 0 - 1 4 3 , 4 1 4 5 - 2 . 7 8 5 5 2 . 5 4 4 7
1 2 ?. Z>. 2 2 2 2 5 8 7 4 2 2 C - 1 4 1 . 9 0 0 0 - 1 4 0 , 9 9 2 2 - 0 . 9 0 7 8 2 . 6 3 9 3
1 0 o  ■: « 3 C 3 ./ 6 0 0 3 3 2 0 - 1 3 7 . 9 3 0 2 - 1 3 6 , 9 2 1 8 - 0 . 9 7 8 2 2 . 7 3 9 3
1 3 - 3 , 3 3  3 3 6 2 0 z z e s - 1 3 3 . 6 0 0 0 • 1 2 9 , 3 3 8 1 - 1 . 2 9 1 9 0 . 9 8 9 2
1 3 2 3 . 2 3 3 3 6 4 0 3 3 3 2 - 1 2 1 . 3 3 3 0 - 1 1 9 , 9 8 8 1 - 1 . 3 1 1 9 1 . 0 8 1 6
13■-*•2 .2 2 2 ? 6 6 0 2 2 2 0 - 1 0 9  . 3 2 0 2 - 1 3 7 , 4 0 5 6 - 1 . 8 7 4 4 1 . 7 1 4 9
1 3 ? 2 . 3 3 2 3 6 6 3 1 2 2 2 - 1 0 6 . 6 0 0 0 - 1 3 5 , 0 6 1 3 - 1 . 5 3 8 7 1 . 4 4 3 4
1 3 3 3 . 3 3  3 3 6 3 0 0 3 3 ? - 9 0 . 1 0 3 0 - 8 9 , 3 7 6 8 - 0  . 7 2 3 2 2 . 3 0 2 7
1 2 * J  . 3 3 3 / 7 3 0 2 3 2 0 - 7 2  . 3 2 0 0 - 7 1 , 9 7 9 a - 0  . 3 2 0 2 0 . 4 4 2 9
* »• ■ < ̂  ^  i  •»i  «. «- « • ft .. a ', 7 2 0 2 2 2  0 - 6 3 . 8 0 0 0 - 6 1 , 3 4 7 3 2 . 5 4 7 3 -0  . 9 3 0 2
1 3 3 3 . 3 3 2 3 7 2 9 2 3 3 0 - 5 7 . 2 0 0 0 - 5 7 , 5 6 1 2 2 . 5 6 1 0 - 2 . 9 8 4 2
1 0 ’. J  , 3 3 3  3 7 4 0 2 2 2 2 - 5 3  . 2 0 3 0 - 5 3 , 8 2 5 3 2 . 6 2 5 3 - 1 . 1 7 4 3
l 2 i. - » 0 3 c w 7 6  2 ■"I X 1 '2 W  t  A - 4 8  . 1 2 0 0 - 4 8 , 3 3 8 1 2 . 2 3 8 1 -0 . 5 9 8 9
2 3 3 ’ . 2 3 3  3 6 6 0 2 2 2 0 - 1 2 3 . 8 0 3 2 - 1 2 3 , 7 9 5 4 - 2 . 2 3 4 6 2 . 3 0 3  7
2 0 0  3 . 3 3 3 3 6 6 3 1 2 2 0 - 1 2 2  , 9 0 0 2 - 1 2 2 , 9 1 3 5 2 . 2 1 0 5 -0  . 0 0 8 6
2 2 3 - . 3 0 2 3 6 8 0 3 7 3 0 - 1 1 5 . 4 0 0 3 - 1 1 7 , 9 5 7 5 2 . 5 5 7 5 - 2 . 2 1 6 2
2 0 3 3  . 2 0 2 3 7 3 3 3 2 2 2 - 1 - 9 . 2 0 0 2 - 1 1 1 , 3 3 4 ! 2 . 1 3 4 1 - 2  . 3 0 0 1
2 2 3 3  , 3 2 2 3 7 2 0 2 3 2 0 - 1 3 2 . 7 2 3 2 - 1 3 4 , 7 4 5 4 2 . 2 4 5 4 - 1  . 9 9 16
2 3 2 3 . 3 3 2 2 7 2 9 3 2 3 0 - 1 2 2 . 2 0 0 3 - 1 2 1 . 6 9 1 3 - 3  . 5 2 8 7 Z . 4 9 7 3
- / 111'! I  r. £ £ f £ w  | Q hj ti . 7 4 3 3 2 3  0 - 9 6 . 1 2 0 0 - 9 8 , 1 6 5 8 2 . 2 6 5 3 - 2 . 1 4 9 6
2 S  —  - . 3 2 2 2 7 6 C 2 3 2 2 - 6 9 . 1 0 0 0 - 9 1 , 9 9 9 6 2 . 8 9 9 6 -3  . 2 5 4 0
T - 1 9 5 1
69
TABLE XX
( c o n t i n u e d )
ENTH. DEPART, TOR .27 ETHANE in PROPArjE MIXTURE 
(BWR. EC, AT THE OPT P R a *E7ERS)
PRESSURE TEHPERaTijRE HEXP. ENTH, CALC. DIPPER. perc. on( P a t A ) (OCG.R* (BTU/LB) OTU/La) (BTU/lB) <%)5 T ' , 3 3 Z 3 583.3030 -142.3330 -141.479a -0.5232 3.36635 3.? ,$2? 2 623.2733 -43.6300 -45,3230 1.4232 -3.27535?-’,30iJ3 643 . 3233 *•36 .6333 -38.3387 1.4337 -3.93385 D j , 0 5 3 3 663,3303 -32.2323 -33.5253 1.3253 -4.11605 ' ? , ? 3 7 3 663.1237 -31.7233 -32.9439 1.2*39 -3,92401-'J.0V03 360 . 320? -195.4033 -196.2424 3.9424 -0 .4311
1 ‘3 :,*C30 3?C,3203 -191.2333 •191.4965 2,2965 -0.1551
1V ’ 0 . 3 2 O z 403.3203 -186.9333 -136.3083 .-3.J9i7 2.0491l-’T.J, JC ?̂2 423.3333 -182•5333 *132.1743 -3.325? 3.1795i 'J.OOT? 440.220? -173.2333 -177.5830 -0.6170 0.3462
1- :j,o?j3 460.2203 -173.8333 •l73.3i58 -o.7842 0.4512i . ' ; ,.'23-3 461.6203 -173,5032 -172.6537 -3.6493 0 .4895
1J 3 3 .0300 480. 2203 -169.4333 -168.4464 -0.9536 I.5629
1 . 3:. 33.70 523.370? -164.7333 -163.8395 -3.6605 3,5225l vz:. o o o o 520.2702 -162,2303 -159.14-9 -3.3521 0.53251-' 7 54C.2702 -155.1033 -154.30 72 -3, 7928 2.5112IT" ',.7233 563.330? -149.9330 -149.2245 -3.6?55 0.4536
1-’ 3 J , 7 3-3 2 592.20 20 -144.2030 *143,75g0 -3.4420 0 .3365
1': 77 , 32 JO 537.430? -141.9333 -141.5951 -3.3049 0.21491-3 : .73JJ 622.32JJ0 -137.9033 -137.6634 -2.23i6 0.1679
1JTJ.JO? 3 622.3233 -13C.6323 -130.4956 -3.l2 44 3.3799
1 . . . • >. 2 J >7 640.033? -121.3333 -121.1671 -0.l329 0 , 1396663,2202 -109.3330 -136.9906 -2,3094 2.1129i -■ ■ ■ <- , O t- 663.1^2? -136.6330 •134.2304 -2.3696 2.22291-3J,3037 692,372? -90.1033 -88 . 3763 -1.2232 1.3576i- TO,??.-? 7?2.0?07 -72.3323 -73.9392 1 . 6392 -2.26731 -  3 7. 3 3 J 3 722.223 2 -62. 8023 -63.3277 2.5277 -4. 1575i - , 7 C  ;o 729.33 0 2 -57.2003 -59.6130 2.6132 -4.5542i ' “ 2 2 7 740.3002 -53.2333 -55.7228 2,52.18 -4.7383. ~ 1 •» ■> t -s 763,0702 -48 .1323 -49.9q27 1.5827 -3.9i42
27 " J.3 3 J 3 660.0302 -123.8323 *124.3326 1.0026 -0.8099
2 7' 7,2202 663.12 0? -122.9303 -123.9383 1.0283 -0.8448
2 - 3 . 3C-3 3 630.330? -115.4303 -IIP.2474 3.6474 — 3.160623 3 3,7 37 3 723.3302 -129.2300 -112.3612 3.66x2 -3.3528
2 ' ' »•”* 3 ’ 3 722.27 0 2 -132.7323 -106, 3133 3.6133 -3 . 5i33
"5 * “ *3 ^ 729.202? -122,2303 -10 3.296 6 1.39 68 -1.07322 - «. i  » 3 v 3 2 740.3C0? —96.1233 -99.5967 3.496? -3. 63862373.2273 760.3030 -89, 1323 -92.9602 3. 3602 -4 . 3325
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TABLE XX
( c o n t i n u e d )
ENTH, OEPaRT. FOR ,27 ETHANE IN PROPaNE mixtureII II II M II N II u II II II ii ii n •i ii ii ii ii •i ii ii ii ii ti ii u ii ii ■ ii M II II II II II II II(C.C.S. at the l .m .s . PRaMETERSJ
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE E*P.EnTh . CALC.ENTH 0 I FF . PERC, DIFF(PSIA) (OEG.Rj OTU/lB) <9tU/l3 OTU/L8) <X>533 , 3303 500.2330 -142.0000 -143,1225 1.1225 -0.79055 03«3303 620.0002 -43.6000 -40,6378 -2.9622 6.7941503 .3303 640.0002 -36.6003 -37,877s 1.2778 -3.49i2533.0003 660.2002 -32*2203 -33.1345 2.9345 -2 .50225 '33.0233 6 6 3 113 3 £ -31.7003 -32.3949 2.6949 -2.19231032 , 0303 360•0332 -195.4000 -196,7673 1.3673 -e.69981S w 310323 383.3032 -191.2300 -192,4049 1.2349 -Z.63C21020.3202 400.3202 -136.9000 -158,1343 1.2343 -Z.66C41023.3202 422.3302 -132.5000 -183.757J 1.2573 -Z .6363102 3 « 3 2 w< 3 4 40,3000 -173.2232 Cl79,4696 1.2696 -e.7125100 3.3000 460.2332 -173.8030 -175,2713 1.2713 -Z . 73i31302,0302 4 61.6302 -173.5003 -174,7137 1.2137 -e . 69961323.3202 483.302- -169.4300 -173,5474 1.1474 -0.67731000.3033 523.3202 —164,7022 -165,8013 1.1216 — 2 .669010w2 . 0002 523.3302 -160•0023 -161,3787 1.0787 -2.67421020,0000 540,2202 -155.1003 -156,1536 1.2536 -2.6793i 0 ’ 2 , 3 S 0 2 560.2003 -149,9020 -150,3994 2.9994 -e .6667103 2.000 '2 563.3202 -144.2000 -145,3974 3.6974 -2 . 62231023.3203 587,4002 -141.9000 -142,7912 2.8912 -2.6280103 0.320-3 600.3202 -137.9000 -138,637i 3.7371 -2.53451032 .3002 620.3302 -130.6000 -131,244s 0.6 446 -2 .4936102 2. J-203 640.0202 -121.3030 -122,5293 1.2293 -1.01351022,002’ 660.3233 -129.3002 -112,9005 1.6225 -1 . 464312 2 .J . 02 02 663.1202 —12 6.6003 -108,6619 2.2613 -1.934210"3.30 02 68 3.0203 -90.1000 -93,3316 3.2316 -3 . 55341330.3Z22 700.0222 -72.3000 -75,3089 3 .2289 -4.101613 2 ̂ • 2 2 2 2 720.3202 -63.8332 - 6 2 , 6 7 7 J 1.8773 -3 .0871•» -7 T 1> *. ■ 1 Cj ̂ U . 729,0202 -37,2300 -58,9928 1.9 92 3 -2 . 4961<nn^  w ■ «. . ̂6 u (. 742 .0203 -53.2C20 -54,9815 1.7 915 -3 .34571020.0000 763,3302 -43.1302 -49,2757 1.1757 — 2 • 4 4 4 3223 0.3002 660 • 3203 — 123.80 20 -125,6629 1.3629 -1. 504823 30.3002 663.1203 -122.9003 -124,7111 l.elll -1.47362 07 . 3 2 Z 680.3300 -115.4300 ^119,3662 4 . 4662 -3.870222.3.3323 70S .0302 -109.2000 -113,4665 4.2665 -3 . 907J23-0.3222 720102 00 -1-2*7303 -106,5362 3 .836*? -3 . 735123^0.3232 729.0320 -132.2323 -123,4412 1.2412 -1.21442332.3C22 74?,0220 -96.1300 -99,8202 3.7322 -3.850 42C30.3220 760.322£ -89.1200 -93,5173 4 .4173 -4,9574
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TABLE XX
(continued)
e n t h .‘ c e p a r t . FOR .27 ETHANE IN PROPANE MIXTURE
n •1 ■ 11 « n N II II II U II II 11 14 II •1 II •1 II II II •1 II II II 19IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIftItftM
<8WR EQ. a t t h e  l .m .s . PRAMETERS)
PRESSURE T EM P ER a Tu PE HEXP. ENTH. CALC. □ IFF .
< PS I 4 ) (OEG.R) (BTU/L3) (BTU/ u 3 > C 6 T L / L 3 )
52 2 ,2300 580 ,3000 -142.3003 "143.3933 1.3933
5 0 2533 623.0030 -43.6030 -46.1403 2.5402
5 3 J ,2323 640 .32*20 -36.6000 -38.6442 2.0442
— c 3 , 3 3 3 3 660,3000 -32.2333 -33.9642 1.7642
5 33 , 33 23 663.12 00 -31.7333 -33.3659 1.6659
 ̂• r.‘ O J U 360,0020 -195.4033 -197 .0477 1.6477
1 j 3 c' ,2320 383 .3002 -191,2033 •192.3588 1.1588
12;: ,3030 403 , 2022 -186.9033 •187 .7254 3.3254
l'.T2 , 2323 423,2032 -182.5033 •133.1443 3,6448
1. -■ - 0 »C3'J3 440 .3032 -173.2323 •178.6066 3,4 0 6 6
12 '2 , 3023 463 .20-00 -173.8333 •174.3934 3.2934
1^32,2323 461.6*32 -173.5303 •173.7327 3.232?
1 i.- , c 3 2 3 480 .2022 -169.4303 • 169 .5803 3.1803
12 3 1 ,23.-3 520 . 3030 -164.7230 • 165. 3342 0,3242
1 - - •-, 2 3. : 0 5 2 2 , r.J ? 3 0 -160.3333 •16 3, 4 i2? 3,410?
1 2 : , c c 2 7 540.3022 -155.1030 •155.6495 3,5495
10 3 3 . 3020 560 .302? -149.9032 • 150 . 6649 3,7649
u ,2033 580 .3030 -144.2000 •145,3274 1,1274
1 2 " 2 , 702 3 587 . 4030 -141.9033 •143.2244 1.3244
12 73 ,2 070 633,2030 -137.9330 • 1 3 9 . 4 2 3 3 1.5230
12 ?~.ZZ?.2 623.3033 -133,6300 •132.5511 1.9511
12- 7 ,  3 i, 7 3 640,0020 -121.3320 •123.8116 2 . 5 H 6
i;: 7 3 ,3300 663.3030 -139 .3000 •113 .7303 1.4833
12 7.’,,;233 663,1030 -126.6030 •138.1426 1.5426
17 S3, 3332 682.2032 -90.1003 -92.4575 2,3575
127.' , 2323 72 3.3020 -72.3223 -76.3858 4.3858
722.3030 -63,3033 -64 . 9627 4.1627
1- 3 2 .2323 729 .2270 -57.3033 -61.2271 4.2271
1 _ 7 2 . 3 3 - 3 742 , 3022 -53.2233 -56.3942 3,69 42
1.73 , 2033 763 . 2030 -48.1233 -50.3392 2,7892
2772.3320 6 6 2 . 2£ 20 -123.8033 • 1 2 6 . 4 5 9 2 2.6592
2277,2070 663.1030 -122.9323 *125 . 6096 2, 7296
2• -.2 u 2 3 682 . 3020 -115.4022 -123 . 7 9 9 5 5.3995
237 ’ ,2323 733 .2223 -129.2333 *114 .6969 5 .4969
2 2 7 2 , 203 -0 723.2030 -122.7323 *108 .1932 5,4932
2377 . 7370 729 . 2022 -122.2233 *135 .1775 2 .9775
2. - . t- 2 7 3 74?.2022 -96.1233 •101.4607 5,3637*5 ~ *> ~1 ̂  r-. *■.4 O . -J 763.2320 -89,1333 -94.75-1 5,6511
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TABLE X-XI
ENTH. OEPa PT . FOR .5 ETHANE IN PROPANE MIX ?URE
11 •1 11 11 11 11 11 N II II II II II 11 11 11 •1 11 11 M •1 II II II II II II II 111111•111111111it1111it•111•1 II II II II
(G.C.S. AT THE UPT PRa M£T e »S)
PRESSURE Tt h PER a Tu PE e x p .e n t h . CALC.ENTH CIFF. PEPC. CIFF
<PSlA) (O E G .R ) (8TU/L8 > C9TU/L0 (BTL/L3) (X)
502 ,3032 497,4832 -166.7303 il67,558i 2.8581 - e ,5i43
5-’3.3232 500.3332 -166.1003 -16 6 ,8303 2.732 3 -0,43v 7
50?. 35123 520 . 3032 -160.2020 -I6i,i0ei 0.9221 -0 .5619
507.3000 540 , 2322 -153.8002 -154 ,3049 2 . 5349 -0 .3233
5 2 . 3  00 0 5 6 0 .3302 -146.3003 -146,3813 2 .2 313 -0 a 0554
3oC.3tf33 600,3202 -41 , 120'2 - 3 9 ,865i -1.2349 3 .0246
5 JO.2020 611 1 i?2'2 -37,3322 -33,6363 2 .3362 -2 .2116
5?C .3?30 620.223? -35.6022 -36,0478 2.4478 -1 . 2 5 a J
5L -T . 0 0 30 6“3•3 30 2 -31,9300 -31.7011 -C . 1989 2 . 6235
52.-.3-3? 663.322? -29.0000 -28,5921 -0 . 4279 1 . 4064
l8J “ .33:2 497.4802 -166.4003 -166,5813 e.i3i3 - 2 a 1 0 Q 9
13-.T.3C33 533.2232 -165.8003 •165,9256 2 a 1258 -2 .2759
12' :.3n2Z 520.303? -160.6323 •160,6919 2.2919 -2.2572
12 v-: .32 3 J 540,320? -155.2320 -155,2622 -2 . 1373 2 .2388
12 0 0 . 3 0 2 0 560,333? -149.1203 •148,8552 -0.2443 Z .16^2
122 7 , 580.3232 -142.4003 -141,9042 -0.4953 2 .34a2
1 C w b' a 2 W 2 623 t 3203 -134,3200 -133,6028 -0 .6972 2 .5192. « ■ .- -1 t -1 1 i J  w a ^ 611 * 1232 -129.2000 -128,2365 -0 . 7935 e .6151
13 2 - • 3 tj 2 2 620.3033 -123.8003 -123,0904 -0.7296 £.5732
1222.2222 64 Z ,322? . -127.2202 —108,7196 1.5196 -1.4175
1322.3232 660.3232 -84.8202 -36,3835 1 a 5335 -1 .8673
130 2 ,323? 680.330? -67.9300 - 6 9 ,1826 1.2326 -1.3889
1322 .32 2 7 711.1322 -54.9003 -55,2260 2 . 3262 -0 .5933
237.7 . Z3C2 360 . £«?3 2 -194,4002 -195,5689 1 .1689 — 0 a 6 0 1 3
2327 .3233 380.3302 -190.5230 -191,2660 2 .7660 -0 a 4021
£ it * v c t. 4 00,Z222 -136.2300 -196,3310 0 a 6310 -0.3339- 1 * "* n  i -•C v  ■ - • C' c •. 42 3 ,2222 -132.0302 -192 ,5660 2.5663 -0.3110
2 C .. 0 . 2«; 0 0 4 4 0,0322 -177.7303 -173,1559 2 .4559 -2 .2565
2 2 7. . 2 V-. 2 2 46 3 . 332a. -173 a 5223 — 173•4238 -0.2764 2.044 0« - 1 - -( cu 1. w •«<,<;: 480.3222 -159.1233 -169,1666 2.2666 -£.2394
2377.3CC2 497.4330 -165.1002 -164,9485 -2.1515 2 .0913
2327.2j 3" 572.223? -164.5300 -164,2981 -0.2219 2 .1223
2 fc . ̂  1 3 i. ̂  . 52C.3022 -160 . 2J33 -159,8915 -0 a 1385 ■2.0673
2 3 7 : . 3 Z 3 7 54 C .3 302 -155.3333 -154,8964 -2 . 4036 2 . 2599
23;:2. J-JCj 562.332? -150.5202 -150,0368 -0.4632 Z . 307 3
27-“’ .3337 583.3220 -145.4003 -144,6426 -0 . 7574 2 .5209
222 * .372 7 622.2200 -140.0000 -139,3323 -2 .6177 2.44 12
2377,2337 611.130? -137,1200 -136,3914 -0.7126 2.5241.. ̂  . ■> 7  ̂T c tj - a 6 C i f 620.2030 -134.5000 -133.6506 -0.3494 Z a 6 3 1 3'''S'" a-.£ w - • ■ . O a -, c 643.3002 -128.5230 -127,8130 -C.69e3 2.5370•3 ‘ — in'!-.£W‘ - . w w  ’W a. 660.333? -122.3003 -121.6194 -2.6306 I • 5565
2273.3332 660.2300 -115 • 7202 -114,2999 -1.4201 1.2102
2 2 . . .  3 C t  >, 703,0030 -128.7300 -106,5358 -2.1642 1 . 9 9 U
2 2 7 7 . 3 3 3 3 711,133? -124.5000 -132 , 5624 -1.9376 1 . 8542
2323.asas 720,3330 -121.2203 -99,4522 -1.7473 1 . 7271
2277.2222 740,0302 -93.5003 -92 , 7972 -0.7223 2.75i7
2332.3232 763.3330 -86.1000 -86,2944 -0 .2256 Z .0065
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TABLE X X I
( c o n t i n u e d )
E n t h . q e p a RT. FOR ,5 e t h a n e IN P P Q PA n E MIXTURE
11 11 11 N II « II II II M II II II 11 ii •1 11 11 11 n 11 11 •1 11 11 11 11 H II M II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II
<SWR. E0. AT THE OPT, PRAMETERS)
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE HEXP. E NT h . c a l c . DIFFER, PERC, DIFFER
( P S I A ) (OEG.'R) ( B T U / L B ) (BTU/L3) (0TU/L3) (X)
53,',.’323 497,4800 -166.7333 • 1 6 6 ,3999 -3,3201 Z ,1920
5T0,0?03 503.3300 -166.1033 *•165.7262 -0.3738 0.2251
5 3 J.0003 520.323? -162.2330 •160.1665 -0.0335 3.2209
5?".,03-23 5^3 . 3002 -153.8333 •154.0426 3.2476 -0.1565
53 3,3323 563 . 3200 -146.3233 •146,3425 3.5425 -2.3728
5O.',3Cj0 633.2230 - 4 i .1230 -43.1782 2.0792 -5 .2564ct  ̂n i J •* - lubifU 6 1 1 .1232 -37.8033 -39.3628 1.5 8 08 -4,1521
50 3,2332 620.3707 -35.6220 -36.9751 1.3751 -3.8625
5 ,03 30 6 * 0  .2237 -31.9303 -32.7534 2.6534 -2.6752
50.', 0320 66 3 .32 0 ? - 2 9 .2223 -29.5336 3,53 36 -1.8299
l-T.:, J3?0 497.4802 - 1 6 o .4233 •165 .9463 -3,45 37 3.2727
12 : " , 3 3 0 0 503.32 3 2 -165.5323 •165,3213 - 3 . 47a2 0.2384
1 fe 3 . , ; 0 3 2 C61 «* <7 r* **? « (j *• V -162.6333 •160.2575 -3 .3425 0.2133
13 3" ,r323 543.3202 -155.2303 - 1 5 4 . 92 i 9 - 0 .2 781 3.1792
I1'- 3 , 3333 562.0203 - 1 4 9 . 10C2 •149.1525 0.05 0 9 - e . 2 3 4 1
1 ■" n "* i-5! * ̂iv ̂  V | L'lbC V 583.3002 -142.4030 •142.6633 '3.26J3 -0 .1329
4 * M » I* #1 1 r. • • w w 620.3230 -134.3323 • 134 . 8 7 7 4 3.5774 - 0 . 4299
13 33,2000 611.17-3? -129.2373 *129.5445 J.5445 -0 .4221
10:3,3020 622.003? -123.302? •124.3416 3 . 3 4 1 6 -0 . 4374
13 ' J ,03^2 6 4 C , 2 i’ 3 2 -127.2220 • 107 , 1 8 n -0.0139 2.0177
13,' :, 3 3 '„■ 0 682.20 32 -84.3200 -86.7336 1.9336 -2.2302
1^2 3,2220 6 8 0 , 3 c 0 2 -67.9333 -71.555? 3,6552 -5 .2630
1  ̂' | >4000 711.12 22 -54.9333 -57,2922 2.1922 -3.9930
23 3.’,0022 360.3002 -194,4322 • l 9 5 .95gi 1.5531 - 0 .6315
230 3 . 03:?3 380.30 2? -193.5033 -191.1593 0.6593 -C .0461
233 * . 0 003 430.003? -186.2230 •186.4421 3,2421 -e . 1303
2 y ',,30 33 423,203? - 1 82 . J?3? • 1 8 1. 3 C 1 9 -0 .1931 0.10 38
2303.0203 440 ,3033 -177.723 3 *177.2281 - 0 . 4 7 1 9 3.2636
2. 0 ’ .0333 463 .'202? -173.5233 - * 7 2 . 7 3 4 a -3.7952 2 .4*83
22 * ' ,2002 482 ,273? -169,1233 *l68.2ii3 -0.38 38 2.5256220-’, 2Z?<& 497.4332 -165.1233 •164.2885 - J . 3 H 5 e . 4 9 1 5
22" ' .3030 573.202? -164.5030 •163.7222 -0.7778 e . 4 7 2 9
23-70,;:S3CJ 523.2022 -160.3023 •159.2369 -0.7931 2.4957
233.: .0330 5 4 0 .0C30 -155.3333 • 154 .6234 - 0 .a 716 2 . 4324
2322,3020 562,3222 -150.5033 •149,9421 -0,5579 0.3707
2 3 7 '.0233 580.3232 -145.4003 *145.0926 -0.3274 0 . 2 1 1 4
2 0 3 3 , 0020 6 ? 3 « 3 7 2 ? -143.0032 •140 .3 n 3 0 . 0 1 1 a -3.0084
2 0 3 : , 0 0 0 0 611.1227 -137.1303 •137.052? - 0 , 3  8 2 0.3277
2 030.0023 620.0202 -134,5333 * 1 34 . 6 1 5 9 0 .1159 -0 .2862
2 2 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 640.3230 -128.5030 *128.8079 3.3279 -0.2396
4 . •- . | li U u . 660.0230 -122.3203 *122.4965 3.1965 -0.1606
207..3333 680.0232 -115.7303 -115.6528 -0 . 0472 0.3 408
20 3 ’ .032 3 73 3,222? -108.7033 •108,3981 - 3 . 3 2 i9 0,2778
202 0,333-0 711.1032 -124.5033 •104.2942 -0.2e58 3,1969
272-7.7372 723.3230 -121.2003 *101.0127 -3.1873 0 .1350
2.33.230 3 7 4 3 . 3 2 3 3 -93.5032 -93.3096 3.3296 -0.3311
2227.3323 762.3203 -36.1033 -87.0174 3.9174 -1.2655
T - 1 9 5 1
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TABLE X X I
(continued)
En t h , d e p a r t . FOR ,5 ETHANE INPROPANE m i x TijRE
• i M II II II N II M II U II II II II It 11 II II II II II II II
(G.C.S. AT THE L.M.S. PARAMETERS)
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE EXP.En TH, c a l c .En t h TIFF , PERC, DIFF
<PSIAJ (OEG.R) o t u /l B) <9TU/l 3 C3TI/L3) (X)
5 - 5 ,2222 497,4833 -166.7030 -166,7004 2.22e4 -e .0323
5^3.3222 503,3232 -166.1203 -165,9694 •Z .1326 2.0766
5 ”2,222?. 522,2332 -160«2002 -160,1608 -2.2352 2 .3245
55 3.3023 540 ,3333 -153.8233 -153.2883 -2 . 532* 2.3459
5 rr ,322-3 563,3222 -146.3000 -144,9945 -1. 3 ’ 5 5 2 .8923
5 - 5 . 3 2 3 C 632.2232 -41.1302 -41,5365 2 .4365 — 1 1 0 6 2 ̂
5i'" .3213 611,1222 -3 7.3302 -37,9325 2 .1025 - 0 .27:2
5i-‘- . J3C2 620.2332 -35.6332 -35.5104 -2.2356 2 .25i8
5-5 .3322 640 ,033v. -31.9202 -31.2774 -2.6226 1,95ift
5^2,3227. 663.2222 -29.3002 -28,1901 -2.2199 2.8271
13J5 497 . 4332 -166.4332 -165,7693 -2.6307 C .3791
13 '•* i 3 0 a. c 577 ,3023 -165.3023 -165,1132 -3,6920 Z . 4ift2
12 '.’3.3353 523,2 377 -152•6222 -159,8257 -2.7743 2 .4621
I?.-7, 3.!^ 540,3307 -155.2322 *154 ,1114 -1.2386 2 . 7014
i »> ■>. . 2 2«. 563,2332 -149.1223 -147,3315 -1.2685 2 . 8 5 2 3
10:.7 . 2522 533,2332 -142.4003 «140,8221 -1.5779 1 .1363
1 2 ^ . 3 3 2 7 602,3030 -134.3C22 -132,3532 -1 . 9520 1.450 3< 'J ' “ — ft f. < _ - “ - 1 V I. , 1 611,1233 -129.2020 *126,6540 -2 .3451 1 .9179
lDCr ,3 2 2 5 622,2222 -123.3222 -121,4335 -2 .3665 1 .9116
12:3,3333 640.2222 -107.2223 il26,309ft -1.192 4 1.1124
i?y:z, 2  2 2 ? 662 • 033- -34.8322 -33,6874 -2.9126 1 .07ft2
12 ̂ — •35 — C 680.C3C? -67.9000 -67,1957 -2 . 7243 1.2373
1 3 - -■ a 3 J r 711.1?37 -54,9030 -54,244* -2 .6560 1.194 9
31- - .0203 362.2233 -194.4020 *195,2056 0.6356 -0 .3115
 ̂3 — — . 2 3 —. • 380 ,3332 -190.5003 -193,6936 2.1933 -0.1217
2C-".3535 402,3332 -136.2002 -186,2363 2.2363 -0 .2195
i — * • 21»- 5 422.2323 -182.3030 -181,9517 -2.?433 Z . 3265
2«?!- - * 2iZZ 440 , 2302 -177.7320 -177,4656 -0.2344 2 .1319
2 2-3.3 ?2 2 463.333 2 -173.5000 -172,7 644 -2.7356 2.4042
2C:: . 3:cc 460,3222 -169.1000 -168,4831 -2 .6119 •2.2615
2 2. 7.33 2: 497 . 4822 -165,1220 -164,1658 -2.5342 2 .5655
0 a ♦ 3 — ̂ — 530.2222 -164.5222 -163,5299 -2 . 5701 z . 5997
22, '.2233 ~ ■* * «n3 <r v • *- •; £ <- -160.2203 -159,0315 -2.5135 ■2 . 5740
22C ',32-32 540,2332 -155.3020 *154,0764 -1.2236 2 .7979
2 - - • • O -! w' i 56 0 , 3 2 Z ̂ -153.50 02 -149,256ft -1.2404 2 .8261
i -• w ̂  .iJu U l 583.3202 -145.4033 -143,7507 *1 .6453 1 .13 4 3
232 7.3225 623,3302 -140.0000 -138,4712 -1.5295 1 .2900
2253.2 2 2 ' 6 1 1 .1202 -137.1023 -135,3805 - 1 . 7192 1 .2542
— .> t ̂  w' 620.3002 -134 .5032 -132,7145 -1.7855 1 .3275
23" 3 . 3iJ3 3 6 4 0 ,3233 -123.5002 -126 , 7 439 -1. 7591 1 . 36tf9
2 3 2 L 0 2 2 3 662 .3302 -122.3000 -120,4627 -1.8373 1 . 5323
2272 .3222 680,3322 -115.7302 *113,0380 -2 . 662'J 2 .3303
222.7.323 c 700 .2032 -108.7302 -125,3377 -3 .3923 3.1223
2233.3222 711 ,1232 -104.5000 *101.3692 -3.1328 2 .99ft0
2377,333c 720.3302 -121.2003 -98,2627 -2.5373 2 .9025
2 3 3 - . 3 3 2 2 740.3302 -93.5000 -91,5930 -1.9373 2 .0396
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TABLE X X I
( c o n t i n u e d )
ENTH. DEPART. FDR .5 ETHANE IN P R O P a NE mi X T U R E:s:c:i:a:s:s: 11 •1 11 11 11 11 11 •1 11 11 11 11 11 11 11111111nn111111HIIItIIH II II II II II
<BWR EQ. AT THE L.M.S. P R a M E T E H S )
p r f :s ;j r e TE m P E R a T'JRE HEXP. ENTH. c a l c . d i f f e r . PERC. OIF
c PG IA ) (OEG.R) (BTU/LB) (BTU/L3) (STL/13) (X)
503.2030 497 , 4322 -166.7200 •165.5629 -1.1371 0 . 6d22
5 0 7 , 0 0 0 0 523.3700 -166.1233 -16*.8931 -1.2169 0.7327
5 0J *2222 523.3320 -163.2233 -159.2643 -3.9357 0 ,5341
5~' ,*C*0 5*0 .3023 -153.8303 - l 5 3 ,2450 -3 . 7550 2.4909
5 j 0. <? 0'/ 3 562,3020 -146.3323 -145,6674 -3.6326 0.*324
5 3.-;, 30 30 600.3?22 - * i .1222 -42.3101 1.2101 -2.9443
5? : *2222 611.103? -37.3333 -38.7032 3.9032 -2.3694
5? ' ,03-22 623 .2733 -35.6323 -36.3896 3,7896 -2.2179
5 3,* , 2Z22 6 * 3.3700 -31.9333 -32.2947 3,3947 -1.237*
57",3073 6 63.0020 -29.7323 -29.1507 J , 15 7 -0 .5195
i ?•:■/, ocoo 497 . 4o2? -166.4203 -165 .1474 --1.2526 0 . 7528
1 ,  0270 5? 2 . 3?20 -165.8223 -164.5136 - 1 .2 8 1 * 2.77284 • c# ' '* ̂  ** rk 1 I w *j 520.0220 -160.6233 - 1 5 9 . 4 i 6J -1.1842 e . 7 3 7 2
1.. 3 j , 2 ;.* 0 5*2 . 3233 -155.2233 • i 5 * .3238 -l . l 7 l2 0 .75*7
l r -. o £ 7 2 563.302? -149.1033 -1*8.1333 - 3 . 9 1 6 7 0.61*9
1 ‘ ' » 0 it 2 3 592.32 22 -142.4000 -1*1.574* -0.3256 2.5798
1 0 : j t o ~ ? 3 603 . 0?30 -13* .3333 *133.5729 -3.7272 0.5414
1 i’ 3 0 , 0.; 7 0 611.1702 -129.0300 -128.3169 -0 .9*31 0.7621
I'"-,-, 623 . 3230 -123.8333 •122.5209 -1.2791 1.0332
io:, . 0 0 0 3 6*3.3300 -107.2233 •10*.*559 -2.7441 2.5598
10?? .3022 660.3300 -84.3232 -84.4003 -3.*2 71 0.4718
i o : . * j 2 j a 633.3230 -67.9033 -69.9259 2.0259 -2.9337
io ’.-.aeoa 711.1220 -54.9033 -56.0831 1.1831 -2.1551
2 ? ̂ • ., 0 3 3 362 .2230 -194.4303 -195.3211 3.9211 -0 .4738
203 0 , 3 0 ?0 393.3202 -193.5333 •190.5063 3.oe*0 -0.2331
2o * oar:? 42?.3?23 -186.2203 - 1 3 5 . 7 7 3 2 -3.4268 0.2292
2 o :,. ? 3 423.3730 -182.2333 -131.1173 -3.3822 0 . 4347
2 :::o ,.:0.-2 440.2020 -177.7333 -176.5237 - 1 . I7 i3 2.6591
2 463.2220 -173.5302 • 1 7 1 . 9 3 9 4 -1.5136 0.6706
200. .o:.:2 482.2200 -169.1330 -167.4788 - 1 . 6 2 i2 2.9537
20 3. ,322? 497 .4830 -165.1323 -163.5396 -1.5634 0.9451
2 . - * ..J 3 502.3020 -164.5303 •162.9707 -1.5293 S .9297
2030, '232 522.3020 -162,3203 - 1 5 8 . 4 3 3 3 -1.5662 0.5789
273,: ,vC?3 5*b.3b-j3 -155.3203 -153.3301 -1.4699 3.9465
2 o 7 -• . 2 C 7 3 562.3722 -152.5333 -1*9.1135 -1.3865 3.92127) ~ Tfl . 1c L 'J 592 .3222 -145.4022 -14* .2272 -1.1728 0 . £ 2 6 6
2 - ? 7 ♦ 0 3 3 3 6 ? 2  . 7200 -140.3333 •139 .1038 -0.3992 0 .6 4 23
2? ? ' .3 3.32 611.12 22 -137.1333 -136.1213 -3.9790 2 .71 4Byj r,£ t . U< b 622.3322 -134.5332 -133.6482 -3.85i8 3.6333
23.7 7. '3 7 2 6*0.320? -129.5233 -127 . 7739 -3,7291 3.567*
2 " " , 3 C 3 0 662.3203 -122.3223 -121.330* -3.9196 0.7519
23 37.3323 683.300? -115.7333 -11*.*613 -1.2382 1.27-32
2 3? '- . 2222 700.3202 -128.7203 • 1 0 7 . 1 6 C0 -1.54C0 1.4168
2??3.2330 711.1200 -124.5333 •103.3484 - 1 .45i6 1.3691
20 3 7 . 32 20 722.3222 -101.2300 -99.7706 -1.4294 1.4125
2377.2323 7*0,3203 -93.5333 -92.6003 -0.8977 0.9602
25-3 ',3222 762.3022 -86.1230 -85.3722 -0.2293 3.2669
T - 1 9 5 1
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TABLE X X I I
e n t h , d e p a r t . FOR .76 ETHANE IN P R O P a NE MI XTURr
f G . C . 3 , AT THE OPT, PARAMETERS)
PRESSURE t e m p e r a t u r e EXP.ENTH. c a l c .e n t h GIFF , PERC. OIFF
(p s i a > (OEG.R) (3TU/|_3) (BTU/ l B (BTU/L3) (X)
50£.30 00 439,3900 *168»9023 *190,3343 1.4343 -2.7593
5 2 , 3 0 3 J 509,9332 *160•5£23 *161,3066 2.5366 -0.3157
5-Z.2ZZ: 543,3302 *146 * 0303 — 148,4198 2 .4183 -1.656?
5>'~.3CZJ 560.0303 -43* 6223 “ 42.8633 *2.742 3 1-6973
5/" . 2>"3: 562*^322 -41.8023 *41,6198 -0.1322 Z -43ll
5 ■- ” . J0 3 611 ,653*? -30.2320 - 3 2 . l38u -2 . 2620 2.2054
5:'3. 333 7 710,7400 -19.9222 -19,9453 2 .2453 -2 .2273
13 ■ ■ ' , 3 C 3 J 409,3800 -158.5002 -188,9784 0 . 47S4 -0 .2533
509,963S -161.1223 *161,9681 2. 86ei -0 .5389
1 2 3  , 333 J 560.0303 -144,4303 7143,3038 -1.2962 2 . 7592
t3--: . 323.; 562 , 4330 -143.3023 -142,0876 -1.2124 2 .84o0
13 >' r , 2 3 3 : 580,3030 -134.3003 -132.8323 -1.1177 2.8341
1 3 3 3 ,3222 603 ,3330 -118.5203 •117,8500 -0.652? Z .5485
13-: 7 ,3233 611.5532 -173.7233 -124,1482 2.4482 -2.4322
l3“ 2 ,3?-27 622 *322? -91.8023 -92,0643 2.2643 -2 .2880
12 7 :, 3 2 2 ? 71?,7400 -43.9220 -44,9371. 1.2371 -2*362 4
1522.3223 439.8932 -136.6023 -187,2672 2 .6672 -2.3575
153 2,3227 509,9832 -161.9320 -161,4469 -2 .4531 2.2799
1523.3323 611*6500 -126.6020 •125,6858 -e .9142 e . 7 2 2 1
1537 .3332 623.0330 -122.1020 •121,5105 -0.5892 2.4826
15 2 3 . 3 2 Z Z 6 4 0 , 0 0 C0 -110.5023 *139,7125 -e .7875 2 .7127
15 2 7.33 33 6 6 3 , 2 2 2 — -97.8C32 -98,2753 2 .4753 -2 .4865
152 3 .3233 682,3332 -35.7223 -86,8912 1.1912 -1 . 3900
i 5 3 323: 72 2,2230 -75.4002 -77,0235 1.6235 -2 .1532
153 ’ .3227 712,7403 -72.9323 -72,5474 1.7474 - 2 • 4 6 8 a
233 3,3232 363.2222 -196.5323 -197,4336 Z . 9326 -2 .47 = 1
2C ’ *.337: 382,3232 -192.2322 -192,3222 m 0 * n "3* • C v k* d -2 .4163-5 (TI - -1 -1 ,•» " £ ~ «• • «- -• w 470,0 300 -157.5222 -138.3335 Z .8335 . 4 4 c 5^ T » -* •»£ W •. ~ 409,8920 -135.3222 *136,1043 Z . 5 043 -2.4343
d ± • •-* « 472 * 23 2«. -153.0300 •183,6509 2 .6529 -< .3557
2 C 3 7 ,3233 440 ,0?22 -178.4003 -173,6353 C.2353 -2 .1319
232 2,3232 462 . 3302 -173•930? -174,1315 0.2215 -2.115 9
2 3 - 3 . 23C3 482.3222 -169.1203 *16 3, 3 1 4C -•2 .236 3 2 .1691
0 ̂   ̂** £ > 530.2322 -164,2200 *163,3775 -0 .3222 2 . 19&2~ r* -<* -? i ««,/«• 4» - 529,9320 -161,7303 *161,2624 -0 .4376 2.2 7C6
 ̂M «• * V 1/ i 522 .3232 -159.2302 -158,5692 -0 . 4313 2 . 2 7 H
2 3 3 ~ . 3 2 2 2 543 . 233C -153.8303 -153,3230 -0.4773 0 .3101
2333,3223 562 .3232 -149.1303 *147,4474 -1.6526 1.1084
23'’7 . 23 3 ' 562 . 4322 -147,3322 ;i46 , 7941. -0 .5259 2.3435
2337.3323 530.0202 -142.3303 -141,1325 -1.1175 Z .7353
2073.3223 62 0 * 233 0 -135,9320 •134,9686 -2.9314 2.6353
2227.3023 6 1 1 . 65CS -132.1200 -130,8575 • -1.2425 2.9436
2332.3332 620*0032 -129.3302 *127,8295 -1.1705 I .9073
22:3.203? 640,3030 -121.2203 *120,2486 -0 . 9514 2.7350-5|9 ' r* n 660 • 3032 -112.8002 *112,3126 -0.7374 2.6981
? f% ■ -J •»i V • . * V v 1/ w 650.2232 -124.6000 *133,9572 -0 . 6423 Z .6146
20-’0 . S302 720,2002 -95.2303 -95,9789 2 . 7789 -0.3132
2023.323 : 710.7402 -90.6002 —91,8336 1.2386 -1.3671
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TABLE XXII 
(continued)
En TW, OEPa RT.  POP . 7 6  ETHANE IN PROPa^E MIXTURE 
(9WR Eq , a T t h e  OPT.  PRamETERS)
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE HEXP, e n t h , c a l c . □ rrF. PE.RC. OIFF
(PSIAJ (OEG.R) < B rU/L9I (BTU/L8) C 3 TU / LB ) <%)
530, J*2C 3 429 ,9300 -188.9023 •189.4791 3.5791 -0.3065
5 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 539 .9803 -163.5033 •160 . 9940 3.49 40 -2,3073
53 J , 3 sZJ 2 v" 540 ,0000 -146.0330 •148.6102 2,6ise -1.7377
5 3 J .Z0?3 560,300? -43.6233 -44,3 210 1.2212 -2.3004
50 , JC-J3 562.4£ 3 3 -41,3330 -43.7431 1.9431 -4.6486
5 3.0.0GJ3 611. 6530 -33.2033 -31.1542 3,9543 -3.1590
53'.' ,3300 710,740? -19.9330 -20.4590 3,5590 -2.8089
409.8803 -138.5033 •198.2639 -3.2361 Z . 1253
13"3.0003 529,9830 -161.1000 •161.7663 3 , 6663 -0.4 136
i::"0,?SC3 563.0020 -144.4300 •144 , 42 9 9 3,3 2 99 -2.0237
1.---33 ,3003 562 . 4002 -143.3333 •143.3797 3.0797 -0 .2556
le 73.C-0Z? 580 .0030 -134,3333 • 134 ,2829 3.2629 -0 .21114 ‘ * i ̂^ ̂ - ■ ( u t1 W 600.2032 -113.5302 •117, 3i00 -1.1900 1.23424 • ”* ̂ r> ^* *- w •-' « c W 611 . 650? -103.7333 • 1 0 2 . 3 5 i 7 -1.3483 1.30Z2
1.33,3303 620 ,Z?C? -91,8233 -91.9269 3,1269 -0.1383
13 03, 3 33.0 710.7430 -43.9030 -46.0713 2.171,3 -4.9461
l 5 - :0,3003 4 09,3830 -186.6202 • 1 36 . 96Q2 3.3632 -0.1973
IP-- » O <00 529,9833 -161.9233 • I 6 I . 7 9 5 6 -3.10 44 0.2645
153 0,3030 611.6500 -126.6330 •126.7293 a ,1 2 9 3 -0.0564
15 33 ,3003 623.0300 -122.1330 •122.3329 3.2329 -0.1908
l5"i.3003 643 ,3002 -112.5332 •110.6427 3.1427 -0.1292
15 33,0330 660.0003 -97.5330 -98.5923 3,75 23 -0 . 8 1 0 2
15 3 3,0003 680 ,2023 -85.7330 -87 .6349 1.9349 -2.2578
1 5 " 3 ,3330 73 3.0007 -75,4230 -78.2853 2 , aesa -3.8263
1500,0003 710.7430 -70,6333 -73.9179 3,1179 -4,4/38
2?O0 ,0"J0 360.230 2 -196.5233 *197,9405 1.4405 -0 , 7331<5C L '- « 1 . >< g U 380,2000 -192,3333 *192.9375 3.9375 — 0,4 a 3 3
20",' ,0003 4Z2 . 3000 -187.5330 •186.0140 3.5143 -0.2741
2303,3230 439 . 3c00 -195.3333 >-185.6070 3,3070 -0.1657
2:30. 0223 422.2002 -133,0333 *-193.1559 3.1553 -0 .sa5i
2-23,2200 4 4 3  .3032 -173.4303 •173.3420 -3 .0582 0 .2325-> a -«t - - - t «. C t . - 460.2000 -173.9030 *173.5457 -3,3543 2.2037
■3 —  > i ̂  r> 1 460*0002 -169.1233 *1 6 8 . 7 3 3 5 -3 .3665 0.2167
22" l  3 3a: 5 3 3 .zoo? -164,2330 *163.3644 -3.3356 0 . 2 0 44
2--3,:200 529.9800 -161.7330 *161.3991 -3 , 3019 0.1567
21- -T:, -0332 522.0000 -159,3322 * 1 5 8 . 8 3 7 6 -3 .1124 0.2737
2233.2232 540.3202 -153.8223 • 1 5 3 . 7 3 9 a -3.3602 2 .2391
2232,3020 560.0202 -149.1203 •148.3401 -3.7599 3.5097
2000 . 2223 562.400? -147.3233 *147,6735 3 .3735 -0.2515
2*3 3 2 ,3230 583.3202 -142.3030 •142.5842 3,28 42 -0 .1997
2 3 ' 3 , 0 0 0 0 623.3220 -135.9030 • 1 3 6 , 3 4 i5 3 , 44i5 -0.32 49
22:2,320 3 611.6532 -132.1032 •132.4223 3,3220 -0.244C
2 2 ~ 2 , 3 3 £ 3 623.22-02 -129,2000 •129,4665 3,4665 -0.3616
22:3,2003 640.2233 -121.2233 *121.3657 3.6657 -0.5493
22 3 3,002 3 660.3000 ' -112.3320 •113.6487 3.3487 -0 .7524
22 0 2,2303 683.3000 -124.6330 *105.1967 2.5967 -0,5705
2203,2323 700.3230 -95.2303 -96.9661 1.7661 -1. 8551
2 v vj,2^23 712.74C3 -90 .6333 -92.7578 2.l57e -2.3316
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TABLE X X I I
( c o n t i n u e d )
ENTH. OEP a PT. FOR ,76 ETHANE IN PROPa NE MIXTURE
II II II II I I II II II II II II II II II II II II •1 II II II II II II II II II ::::::::
CG.C.S. a t THE L.M.S. PARAMETERS)
PRESSURE TEMPEPATUSE E x P.En Th . CALC.ENTH DIFF. p e Rc . c i f f
CPS I A ) CCEC.P) OTU/!_a) C8TU/L3 (8TL/L9) <%)
5-'2 ,3?2J 409 .330": -158.9300 *190,i53a 1.2503 -0.6622
5'-'3 , 0SG J 529,9002 -160 . 5000 *160,4498 -2 .2522 2 .0313
5 0 ̂  • 3 j 2 c 540,0002 -146.aoes -147,2023 1.2023 -0 .8235
5-7. 27 2? 560,3002 -43,6300 -43,4508 -2.1492 0.3422
5.:z . 32*3.: 562,4000 -41,8302 -41,2179 -0.5321 1.3926
5 J2 ,27-22 611,6502 -30.2023 -33,2147 2 .0147 -0.2486
5-7.3'?2? 712,7432 -19.9000 -19,9353 2.2353 -0.1772
is.-3.323-J 409 ,3832 -138.5220 LlS8,735i 2.2351 -0 .1247
13 0 C , 3 0 2 J 509.9802 -161.1223 •161.4358 2 .3353 -0.2O64
13.:.323J 560.3002 -144.4000 -142,372s -2.0272 1. 4J39
* ,* r 2 r* ̂  ̂ 562 . 4032 -143.3032 *141,1784 -2 .1216 1.46-05
ic-'oizoo: 580.3*02 -134 . 222-2 fl31,745<s -2.2541 1 .6322
12'. '.32 3 * 6 2 0 ,2222 -118.5002 -116,555a -1.9442 1.6*07
iZ-Z.Z^Z? 611,6502 -123.7030 -102.335* -1. 3946 1. 34ft9
1 0 7 7 . 3 7 2 2 622,3237 -91.8302 -90,527i -1.2709 1.3366
13-3.322? 713.7432 -43.9O30 -44,8417 2.9417 -2.1450
15-- :.3a3 0 429,3330 -156.6032 -137,1104 0.510 4 -0 .2735
153 3,302j 529.9332 -161.93C 2 *160,9854 —2.914 6 Z .56ft9
iSio.aos:-- 611.6522 -126.62B2 -124,3293 -1.7717 1.3994
* *5 / " . ? ° n ’JJ•- *V W 622,0*02 -122.1223 *120,5589 -1.5411 1 .2621
15*:3. 3323 6^ 2 .3327 -113.5J3Z *123,737i -1.7129 1.5501
15-3’ .223? 663.0030 -97.8033 -97,4527 -0.3473 2 .3552
15. :, 2222 630•3 731 -35.7323 -86,2480 Z . 5483 -0 . 6394
157 7,323 2 732,0*30 -75.4023 -76,5172 1.1172 -1.48i6
1522.322? 712.7420 -72.8322 -72,2579 1 . 4579 -2 .0592
20- ~ .377? 352.0300 -196.5C2C -197,4059 0.9059 — Z .4610
22 2 ~ ,2222 332.0330 —192 « 2332 -192,723? 2.7237 -0.3769
22-:.272? 473,3332 -1=7.5223 -199,2155 2 .7155 -0 . 39i5
 ̂o •-1- . o— — 3 439.3332 -155.3320 *195.9562 0.6562 -0.3541in " "> M .1 • • C. fc< ' w — 423.3200 — 15 3 •2322 -133,4003 0.4223 -0 .2297
2 3 *- — , 3 1. 442.0322 -178.4320 *178 « 424o 0 .2243 -0 .0134
2Cw*:, 30*:.' 460,0200 -173.9032 -173.8173 -0.2527 Z .0475
27 ■'7,322-' 4 8 3 .2322 -1®9,1220 -168,5237 -C.5763 2 .3403
22^?.222? 522.0332 -164,2223 -163,4621 -0.7379 C .4494
27.2.3727 539,9332 -161.7202 -160,837s -0 .5122 I .5023
2227,222? 522 * 2222 -159,3222 Ll53,i50 6 -0,5493 2.5342— ~i id - '• « V tr t 5 4 0 ,2272 -153.3022 *132,3193 -0 .5312 2 .6350
2 3.- 560.3022 -149.1003 -146,969s -2.1310 1.4292
2 3 *■' : • 2 7 7 2 562,4220 -147.3003 -146,2987 -1.0013 2.6798
222Z.327 2 582.32C0 -142.3303 -140,6943 -1.6057 1.125*
2222.2777 602.3222 -135.9030 -134,4033 -1.4962 1.1029
227 “ ,2227 611,6522 — 13 2•130 3 *130,2126 -1.5374 1.4233' .T, /, H -t£ t. t V s ? 6253.3222 -129.0000 -127,2950 *1.7353 1.321?
227^,2232 64 0 ,3320 -121.2CZC *119,5696 -1.63e4 1.34=2
2 2 7 7 , 2 Z 2 Z 663.233'* -112.8300 *111,2123 -1.5377 1 . 4075
2 3 2 2  . 3 7 . 2 ? 683.3232 -1J4.6C03 ;i?3,l783 -1.4217 1.3592
2 3 7 ~.3 2  2 7 722.0322 -95.2202 -95,3877 0.1377 -2.1971
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TABLE XXII
(continued)
ENTW. DEPART. FOR .76 ETHANE IN PROPANE HtXTUPE
11 11 M II M II U •1 II II II II : : : :::::::::: :jrj:::::;::;;: II II II II II II
O U R  EQ. AT THE L.M.S, P R A H E T E R S j
Te h P E R a Tu p e HEXP. e n t h , c a l c . CIFF. PEFC. D 1FF
< P J I A ) (OEG.R) < 8 T U / U 9 ) (STU/L9) (BTL/U3 5 (X)
5 7- -■, 2' C 0 3 409.3802 -183.9000 ■•189 .2126 0.3126 -0.1655
3 ~ 0 . Z? 0 3 5?9 .9822 -163.5003 -163.3975 -3.1025 3.2639
5 « Z .2^22 -146.2330 -147.6393 1 . 6 8 9 2 -1.1569
s: ’, ? z : a 5 6 3 . 72 3 ? - 4 3 .6333 -44.3335 1.23 35 -2.829?
p? *,oo •? 562 . 22 - 4 i .5023 -43.7646 1.9646 -4, 7j0l
— *- U c, 2 611.652? -32.2332 -31.1946 3,99 46 -3.2935«S * «./ %. - « a. 4. ̂  4.' 713.7437 -19.9333 -20 . 4785 0.5 7 35 -2.9072* *» T *-1 '»- > - 9 ̂  C O’ u' 439 , 352? -133.5330 -138.3037 -3.4993 3.2649.7 * '*"'.'11 509.98c? -I 6 1 .1233 -161.2513 3.l5i3 -2.0939
563.222? -144 . 4333 *143.6429 -3.7571 3 .5243
V. ' 1 4r' U O 562 .42j? -143.3333 -142.5694 - 3 , 73C6 3.5098
J?.: .J273 58?,2233 -134.0030 •133.2141 -3,7959 2 ,5665
.' r j , j 0 o 3 622 . 2 27 -113.5030 -115 .5947 -2.9253 2.4517
611.652? -103.7332 • 1 3 0 , 7 3 5 2 -2.9148 2.8108
J " . .03 :■ .1 62*2.223? -91.8033 - 9 0 . 7 3 9 6 -1.3604 1.1552
■ ro.cjza 710,740? - 4 3 .5323 -46.3095 2.1295 -4.8051S ̂  i -» i t .<■* s - * « u k, • <- 429,383? -186.6300 - 1 8 6 .?35S 3.12 58 -C .0567
5:.' , 0?J3 509.983? -161.9033 -161.3211 -3,5789 0.3576
$z:. 22-22 611.65C3 -126.6030 -125.8239 -3.7761 0.6131
b ~ . 0 3 •' 3 622.3?3? -122.1220 -121. 4-279 -3.6922 2 .5669
3-:.', jsj.3 6 42,2? 22 -110.5033 •139,72*1 -3.7739 0.7049
5 : j , 2 2 <12 663,2032 -97.5233 -97.3130 J.J13S —0 . Z 13 3
5 : 7 ,3 ?.’? 682.3233 -85.7223 -37 , 3 3 5 8 1.3353 -1.5537
r : . 2 J 3 722.3002 -75.4022 -77.3433 2.4403 -3,2365
5 : 7 ,03^0 712 ,'74c? -72.3223 -73.5396 2.7296 -3.86 95. —  , *1 > -* i- . « c - !-• 3 6 2 .2222 -196.5232 -197.77 69 1.2769 -0.6498
.0 : 0 2 383 .222? -192.3333 -192.7327 3,7227 -0.3316
1 0 3 0 3 42? ,2 223 -137.5223 «l3 7 . 7696 3.2696 -0.1438
.7 * J • 0 2 ’* ? 429.863? -185.3333 -135,3435 3,3435 -0.0235
J.T0 , «Z JZ 423.3023 -133.2033 •132.373? -3,1270 0.2694
3 : 7 . j : ? ? 442.220? -178.4003 • 1 7 3 . ?2l6 -3.3782 a . 21.22
-: 7,2 2 '7 2 462.0032 -173.9220 -173.1335 -3.7115 0.4092
7 3. ,7:33 2 4 6 2 . 3 ? 2 2 -169 .1332 -163.3391 -3.7609 0.4499’ ’ 7. '•» T-W - . ̂  i* i. %/ 532.3300 — 164,£032 *163.4322 -3.7679 2 .4676
4- U' | 529.9932 -161.7322 •160.9465 -3.7535 0 . 4660
522.3203 -159.2020 -158. 41.52 -3 .5538 0.3672
2? .', ?.2?Z 54C.Z232 -153 .6203 -153.2269 -3.3731 0.3726
3 : 7 ,:??? 563.3323 -149.1203 •147.7325 -1.3175 0,3836
3 : 3 ,7 3 2 ? 562.432? -147.3300 • 1 4 7 . 1 2 7 4 -3.1926 2.1308
ni -* 582.3203 -142.3333 -141.9734 -3 ,32l6 0.2260
3 : *». : 0 :: 3 60*3 ,'0200 -135.9000 •135.6843 -3.2137 0.1588
■'r  ̂ ^ 611.652? -132.1232 -131.7352 — 3 , 3 6 4 8 3.2761^ 1/̂  *1<. O » b, O 4? 6 2 3 .2722 -129.0300 -128.7595 -3.2405 2.13641t# V - f ̂  t V O 6 4 0 . 2EC2 -121.2203 -121.1253 -3,07 47 2 .2616
22-'.222 2 663.303? -112.3230 -112.9123 3 .1123 -0 .2 995
222.2222 6 8 2 .2222 -134.6003 -104,5377 -3,0923 0.2883
3 : 7 .Z2 2 2 720.0000 -95.2030 -96.3522 1.1522 -1.2123
■■2J.Z222 710.74C3 -90.6003 -92.1386 1.5886 -1.7534
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TABLE XXIII
ENTH. d e p a r t , p o p  t h e  t e r n a r y  m i x t -j r e 
(G.C.S, AT THE QP*. PRAMETERS >
PRESSURE TEJ-BERAT:jRE EXP E n t h . CALC.ENTH C I rr . PE PC . DIP"
(PSI A ) (0 "G . P ) <3 T U / l P> ( B~U/Lti (51 L/L3) (X)
500 . 32*2 343. 3330 -193 9303 -191 7634 2 8634 • K 4523
50 0 .3203 332 .3332 -185 5330 • 136 3509 0 6 5£ 9 m ’w - 5c 7
50* . 0070 403 .7323 -179 7303 il80 8224 1 1224 - 1 6246
50* . 3373 56 0. 7232 -31 5330 -33 3547 _ 44, 1453 7 63 6 0
50' .3370 552 •7332 -23 ^117 -27 317 2 -I 2328 4 4 6 ?
50 * .3370 56 6. 2302 - 2 7 7230 -26 4 713 ' C 52e7 1 9553
53" .327 7 607 .0 332 -25 3332 -25 0220 _ -j* t. 2930 1 i ■' it#
50 7 . 307 2 603. 3370 -22 80 0 0 -22 26i’3 _• b 5397 2 O 0 7 J
50 '. 327 7 6 4 0. 73 3 0 -21 4020 -21 295 0 **2 335 3 1 4253
50 :. 337 2 65?. 7322 -2? 4033 -23 1763 -2 2232 i 0 9 29
5 O' .3373 66 2* 333 3 -«9 3303 -1° 625i _  9 1749 z 2833
53 7 .0272 6 ? 7. ,2332 -13 40 2 3 -13 2567 *V 1433 * 7 7 8 6
50: .3072 700 .2332 -17 3323 - l 7 2259 -z 2 94 1 ?. 5 4-; 1
53 7 .3273 727. 2370 -13 30 3 2 -15 9663 -z 3337 c 0 4; 3
50 " .3272 7*3 .0220 -15 ^ 7 « nO 1> 4. . -4 4 9645 z 3355 S' 19 2 3
52" . 30 7 7 763. 7330 -14 40 2 2 -13 2 5 2 1 -1 3499 r>V 3/43. r  ’* "■ .3270 367 .3 220 -189 60 3 3 1193 3 6.19 ■54> 7639 ^ Y* 4J2.9. n n. rtV 4- «-.3372 363, 7 00 e -154 50 0 2 • 155 0715 * 5715 -? 3U 9 7
iOO* .30*3 4 0? ,2332 -179 -* n ▼^ L • 179 6114 •» 4 114 2296
„ *■*.3373 420 .3332 -173 fl 1 • 173 3 4 6& z 2 46 3 -C 02c9
«  . •’ ** . 32 7 3 443 .7200 -16S  ̂̂  t tj m 1 6 7 5022 * 2 198 0 11. 9
: s ? ~ .3270 640. ~ ■'* 0 0-  uOv -47 6 333 -47 7967 1* 1967 -2 4133
^  u *0 - .0073 632. -44 7 3 02 -44 5993 z 1993 * 4. 44:9
i s a* r . 32: o 662 • "030 -43 10 7 " -43 2211 1211 28; 9« 7 ' - .3272 663 • j** r» n .^ t- -1 -39 5 3 02 -39 p2 6 0 -1V 7763 7152
1 T 2i ' .3070 702 .* * ̂  ̂. ' xU 1 -36 33 07 -36 33^5 2 7093 — t 02 "0
« /-» '.I —w' As - .3070 72 3. 3300 -33 9 30 0 -33 5532 -z 3468 \ 02 71
150' .3072 4 4 2. "23 0 -167 4 ' 7 1->c/' ^ • 166 4817 -2 9183 Z 5 4 7 5
150 " . 327 0 443 .9622 -166 ^  n -165 5427 -Z 9573 1b 5 " - 9
150" .337" 460 .>- O 2 0 -151 *4 -• ilfiS 7 30 2 •  9 b 199 8 ? 7 4:1
150" . 327 2 430 . 3 332 - ‘ 55 6 220 -154 5177 - 1 0393 * 7 JOI
1527 . 3C7 0 523 • 22 32 -143 3 003 •  1 4 7 5595 * 1 24Z5 z 8337
150 - .3272 523* 3200 -141 1300 •  139 7516 -1 3484 b 95-7
1522 . 307 7 540. 7330 -132 . • jjj -131 6425 «  & 4575 > 3 4 6 4
153" .3220 563 .2 2 "2 -121 5000 ;i2i 5 275 -Tb 2275 - z 7
150' . 32 7 2 567 *0 370 -129 4 3?o • 129 7356 •n6 3356 35^5
150' . 33" J 62" .2103 -96 9300 -97 777! w 5771 -0 9 C t 2
l5C~ .3070 623 .3 2C2 -85 3233 -86 1913 A 1918 -1 4 0 ? 1
150 0 • 3222 6 40 .3233 -75 6333 -76 2226 e 6226 -2 8 236
152" .0270 632. 33 3 0 -77 7230 -71 2222 z 5222 • 2 7 3c 5
150 7 .32 70 653 *2320 -67 33?2 -63 2319 2 4319 -2 6 3.2
150" .3222 650. 2330 -61 4300 -61 6759 b 2789 -2 4543
150" . 3322 7 n ̂  * 7332 -56 ..ii -56 3073 2 0279 -0 0109
1530 • 332 3 722 .7330 -52 ■5 -« r< t1/ U </ ■» -51 8287 -z 1913 2 0 6 7 d
152 7 . 337 2 742. 3300 -47 9330 -47 6369 -2 2131 445J
15C* . 3377 760. 2330 -44 4 3 30 - 4 4 1794 -z 22Z6 0 4969
d. W - . 2272 36 0. 033? -136 9023 • 136 9153 b 0153 -z 0 Jft2
d v  2 . . 337 2 353. 2320 -132 1333 • 191 6050 -2 2952 '7 1622
200 7 . 30"u 4 3 5 .oace -177 2333 • 176 67 7 s -2 5222 <1 2947
2 2 J-' .3372 423. 2330 -172 7 r .  • nC. U V \J • 171 5929 - z 6371 2 35^5
222" .3272 4 4 3 , 2330 -167 ■* rt n iTU | J ( / V • 166 285i -e 7149 .1 42£ 1




2020,0333 460.3000 -161.6302 -160,6137 -2.9313
2 0 2 “ ,30*0 482.3003 -155.9302 -155,2303 -c .e7ea
2 3 0 j , 0 3 u £ 500.3330 -149.8322 -148,7692 -1.2303
2 0 0 ” .00*3 5 i 2 •49*2 -146.2302 -14 4,9737 -1.2293
2020.0303 520*3230 - 1 4 3 . 5 J02 *142,6606 -2.8394
2 3 2 0 . 0 0 2 2 54?.3030 -136.6203 -136.0317 -2.5983
2007.3003 563.3202 -129.2 3 0 J -129,2286 £ .228 6
2 0 rJ* . 0303 530.0002 -123.3320 -123 .6801 -2 .1199
2030.0003 536.2330 - 1 1 8 •1203 • 1 1 7 ,642i -2.4979
2030.0000 603.0302 -112•1322 •111,1373 - 2 .9627
2 0 2 0 .0 0 0 ^ 620.3322 -122•9303 i l 3 2, 7 79 9 -2 . 1 2 2 1
203 0.000 3 6 4 0.3003 -94 t « -94,3367 2.3267
2 0 3 ‘.3000 652.2032 -39.4303 -92,355i 2.6551
202 .00' J c 6 3. 3032 -36.3222 -87 , 2637 2.7687
203 0.0003 630.3322 -79.2200 - 7 9 ,657a 2.6578
2030.0302 702,0032 -72.6203 -73,369i 2 . *691
2000.02 03 72,1. 3302 — 07 , 300t, — 6*,6 3 3j 2 .6323
232'.0200 743,3233 - 6 1 . 9fc3 3 -62 ,3129 2 .4129
6 J' 2 
5 5 d i  
6d * i
, 5 3 4 9  
4 3 £ 2 
1 7 7 2  
. 09 v 3 
o . 3 a 7 a 
3 . 8 5 e 3  
i! . 1 1 1 7 
“  2 . 3 2 - a 
- ? . 7 3 2  6 
- 2  . 89 2 7 
- 2  . 3 3 2 7  
-1 .13593
- t . 9 4 ^ 3
-t . 66
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TABLE X X I I I
(continued)
E\'TW. d e p a r t . FOR T h e  t e r n a r y  MIXTURE 
(BWR EQ. AT THE OPT. PRAMETERS)
PRE-SURE TEMPERATURE h E'XP.
CPSIA ) < O P C ,R ) <9TU/|_3>
5 : 4 . 3 3 0 0 362 30: 3 -190 9033
5~?,2Z"2 383 02:3 -185 5303
5:0.3333 402 33U3 -179 7033
5*3.3200 562 20: 3 -31 5300
5v"3.03o3 583 2 " J 3 -29 3020
5*3.3333 586 22-2 -27 0330
5*3.2300 600 22:0 -25 3202
5 ? J. 2223 620 0330 -22 9032
3 3 J ,3 C 33 6*0 32 C 3 -21 4222
5'J.3:33 652 23:2 -20 4030
5"3 ,2.:23 6 6C 2 2 : ? -19 8333
5:j.2:30 680 32'. 2 -13 4033
5*3 .3233 700 : 2 j 3 -17 3322
5 c 3 . 2 j J3 723 32. 3 -16 3230
5*j.a:23 7 43 02,3 -15 3023
5 : 3 .3 : 3 3 7 6C ?2Z2 -14 4233
1223.3223 360 23:2 -189 6233
12*3.0333 380 22. 2 -134 5233
13 23 . 322 3 400 32:3 -179 2 223
1223.3233 423 » <- *. z -173 3 33 2
10*0.0333 4 40 32 23 -163 0333
13*2.3223 6 4 3 2313 -47 6233
12 2 . 3 2 2 652 23 13 -44 7233
13 "-3. 0 230 663 0323 -43 1323
13 * J •32 v3 680 33.3 -39 5002
1 2 : 3 .3 2 : 0 7C0 22 -36 3232
1 2 '*,:. 3 : 2 0 720 22 . 2 -33 9232
1523.3^20 440 0323 -167 6333
152 2.322 3 443 962 2 -166 5333
132 3.3232 460 3£: 3 -161 9323
15:2.32:0 482 0223 -155 6030
1 5 : 3 . 3 2 2 3 sec 03.2 -148 8230
15 T : .0 2 30 520 23 2 3 -141 1033
15*2.3223 540 33 2 0 -122 103 3
15 - 3 .22:3 56e 3223 -121 5022
15*2.3223 582 23 3 -129 4 333
15-:: .2220 600 30 23 -96 9000
15 ̂ ̂  . Z ̂  >- 0 620 23:3 -95 2030
152 2.3 2 22 640 23. 3 -75 6333
1522.3333 652 232 2 -70 7333
15*2.3^20 6 60 2222 -67 5333
152 2.3220 683 2212 -61 9020
15*3.3223 703 332 2 -5o 3033
l52v.22C0 720 2222 -52 3303
15*2.3 2 33 74C 3323 -47 9033
1 5 : 2 .3 : 3 3 740 32 _ 3 -44 *223
2332.3220 362 2 2 : 0 -186 90.13
22 22.3333 380 32.3 -182 1333
22*3.3223 403 32 2 3 -177 2233
223-3.3230 420 2223 -172 2020
203 3.3*3 3 440 302 3 -167 2 000
2023.0223 460 202 3 -16l 6000
j t h . c a l c . OIFF . PERC. D
(3TU/u 3 > (BTU7LB ) (1 )
•191.5579 3,657? -0.3446
• 1 8 5 . 9 14 9 3,4149 -3 .2237
-190.1623 a ,4 6 0 8 -0 .2564
-31.2451 -3.2549 3.8091
-28 . lJ23 -0.4977 1.7 4 34
-27.2565 0.2585 -0.9573
-25.5528 3.2528 -0.9991
-23 . 4224 3.6224 -2 .7322
- 2 1 . 6 3 4 3 0,2048 -0.4-72
-23 .^342 3.2^42 - 1 .1473
-20.229/ 3.2297 -1.1620
- 1 3 , c47S 3.2*78 -1.2473
-17.4235 3.12 35 *0.7139
-16.3298 0.0298 -0.1327
-15.3458 3.0458 -0.2997
-14 . 4554 3 , 0 55 a —0.3645
-190.1773 3.5773 -0 . 3045
•184.7329 3.2229 - 2 . liJO
• 1 7 9 . \9C1 -3.2299 2.2055
*173.5658 -3.2242 0.1348
•167.7253 - 3 . 2 7 47 2.1635
- 4 8 ,39i3 1.2«l3 -2.7129
-45.9445 1 .24 43 -2.75*1
-44. 1 3 5 3 1.2852 - 2 . 5 i 80
-40.3494 3.3494 -2.1524
-37. , 3 3 3 3.8333 -2.2955
- 3 4 . 39?4 3,4834 -1 . 4i7l
* 1 6 7 . 1 9 9 9 -0.42 21 0.2337
• 1 6 6 .J 9 5 9 -3.4241 2,2427
* 1 6 1 .5292 -3 * 3 7 i2 2.2292
*155.5 3 51 - 3 . 3 6 ! 9 2 .2398
•149 .0437 3 . 2 4 37 -0 . 1636
•141. *’601 3.6601 -0 . -1678
*133,£313 1.1313 -0,6564
*122 . 3568 1.3568 -1.1167
•113 . 6 5 * 1 1 . 2 8 6 1 -1.1756
-98 . 25^7 1.3577 - 1 . * 0 1 2
- 8 7 . :3 54 2.2294 -2.2993
-77,5134 1 .9134 -2.5310
-72.5342 1.8842 - 2 .6651
-69.5939 1.7939 -2.6 459
-63.0206 1 . 6 2 0  6 -2.6394
-57.5188 1.2138 -2.1649
-32.8562 3.8562 -1.6465
-48.3526 3.9526 - 1 .9688
-45.372* 3.9727 -2. 1903
-1 3 7 ,1 9 ^ 5 3.2965 -0.1536
•131.3621 -0 .1299 0 . 27 68
• 1 7 6 . 77ii - 3 . 4239 0 .2420
*171.5920 -0.60 82 0.3531
•166.3764 -0 .6236 e .3734
* 1 6 1 . 2 6 6 6 - a .5 3 3 4 0.2301
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TABLE X X I I I
(continued)
2c:3.ero2i 4 8 3,3 3 j0 -155.9002 • 1 5 5. 59c 6 -0.3094
2270,0723 500.0010 -149.3000 • 1 4 9 . 8 5 7 0 3.3570227.3,e 2^£5 512.40^3 -146.2030 •146.1226 -0.0774
2 0 C3.0320 520.0232 -143.5200 •143.7436 0 .2 * 8 6
2273,0303 54S.02C0 -136.6000 •137.1156 0.5198
22-2.2232 5 6 3 . 0 C 3 0 -129.2000 •1 2 9 .S1 2 6 3.3126
22~J.0?00 583.0030 - 1 2 D .6200 • 1 2 1 .74C& 3 . 94og
22 7 3. 22 7 0 586.2010 -118.1000 •119.0986 3.9586
2 0 2 0 .0 "SB 603.0e.0 -112.1030 •113.263C 3.9602
2 2 r 3»2°’3B 623.303 0 -1B2.9330 •104,2292 1.3092
2023.0730 642. eece -94 .5032 - 9 5 . i 7 22 1.1722
2 0 2 0 , C 3 i!0 632 .0030 -89.4022 -90.5420 1.4420
2373.3732 663 .0030 - 6 6 .3333 - 8 7 , 7 3 3 4 1.4604
2373.2730 c. a & ^ aQOw i w i. i_ c -79.0002 -80.6 286 1 . 6 2 3 6
2270,0700 7e3.0030 - 7 2 . 6 0 0 0 -74 . 2603 1.6623
2 0 "-2 ,SCC 0 722 .3230 -67 . ;'332 - 6 0 ,6 1 ^ 2 1 •6 1 14
2273.3320 742.0230 -61.9333 -63.5^49 1.7045
f. i9eb
— a . v- 3 5 fc 
0
-0,1733— £ , 3 3 05 
-7 . t?55 
-e .7736 
- 2.6456 -2.8564 
-1.2723 
-1 . 24-14
- l . n 3 2  
-1.7216 
-2.2615
” 2.2 £ 72
— 2 . 6 L' 4 7 
-2 .7543
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TABLE X X I I I
(continued)
ENTh i OCPRT.  FOR THE "ERNARy MI XTURE  
( G . C . S ,  USI NG P - H  PRamET£RS)
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE EXP .En TW. CALC . ENTH GIF" . a ER C . DIFF
( P S I A ) ( O E G . R ) 0 7 U/ l 3> (E TU/L3 (B7L/LB) (xj
5 0 ’ .0 0 : 3 36 2 2300 -193 9200 • 196 6297 5.7297 0Cl4
5 0 2 .0 0 : 2 382 2300 -185 5000 • 193 9145 5.4 145 -2 9189
53'.: ,30 • ? 423 2 30 2 -179 7 220 • 185 1455 5 , 4 4 5 5 «, i 2303
50? .03?0 56 3 0332 -31 520C -29 6 8 6 3 -1.5127 c 7577
53" .0 0 : 3 58 2 2222 -23 6000 -26 7583 -1.8420 A 4 40 5
5 3 : * 0 3 : 3 53 6 22?? -27 2 2 70 -25 013 Q -1.7 362 4 22 2 3
5 0 :.2033 6/3 C33C -25 3000 -24 4885 -0 .5115 i 2 0 1 5
5 3 C .03:: 52? 0302 -22 3300 -21 784i -1.2159 4 455 7
52: . 3 3 3 J 54? 2222 -21 4 200 -23 632i -0.7679 l 5684
5 0 T .33 33 552 0332 -23 -19 7124 -0.6876 2 3 7.!4
53:.32': 56? : 3 ? 2 -19 Q m “» 0 fa. «-» -< 9 1 8 6 1 -0 .6139 T 1? 06
5 3 ' . 32?0 6 3? 233? -13 4020 -17 31 ?3 -0.5397 T 2i!*9
5 3 ' • 3 2 : 0 722 0372 -17 3000 - 1 6 "92J -2.5380 2 9 36 6
5 2 : .3 3 :: 7 22 2222 -16 3330 -15 3343 -0 .7657 4 69 75
5 o r ,a?:? 7 40 7 222 -15 3000 -1* 5457 -0 . 7543 4 9304
5c: .0 3 : 0 76 2 0302 -14 4200 -12 2476 -2.1524 I 4 947 J
loac.aaro 363 3300 -139 6300 il95 2359 5.6359 _ c 97/5
123'.2200 332 2222 -15 4 50 20 • 139 6156 5.1156 - 2 7727
133 r.aa:: 422 2222 -179 2302 • 193 393i 4 .6931 - 2 6189
1002.0033 4?3 22? 2 -173 8303 • 177 7972 2 . 9973 -2 2998
133 3 .3 3 : 3 4 4 ? 7222 -163 71 *1 nfa.' w -171 4102 3.4122 - 2 2299
1323.02:: 642 0302 -47 6303 -46 4854 -1.1146 2 3 4 10
123'•33 32 652 033? -44 7 202 - 4 3 6723 -1.0272 2 29 3 0
122'. 3332 66? 030 2 -43 1003 -42 1331 -0 .9999 2 319 9
123'.32 * 63 2 330? -39 50 20 -39 4969 - 1 . :221 2 5395
l2u * 32 .. 7 3 032? -36 -35 3274 - 2 ,9?26 2 6 79 5
1 2 3 “ .33"J :30? -33 9 0 03 -32 58?5 -1.3195 6 92 2
153 3.32:2 44? : 3 ? 3 -167 6002 • 173 5245 2.9245 — 1 7 449
152 3.32:/ 443 96?2 -166 5303 -169 3405 2.5 405 -1 7 J13
15 2 • 3 3 " 3 462 0230 -161 9000 • 16 4 1640 2.2643 - 1 39C«
15?' ■ 333 -! 4P? 72C7 -155 6002 -157 6467 2.0467 -1 315 -
15 C 3 • 3 B •' 52? w 3 0 fc. -148 8022 il53 2393 1.4393 -0 96 73
1523.32:.- 52? 033 2 -141 1002 • 142 2681 1.1681 -0 62 7 8
153? .32-'3 542 330 3 -132 10 0 3 1133 46 7! 1.2671 _  < 2 3 9
15 2 ? .322'? 56? 000? -121 5320 • 122 5263 1.0263 -0 a 4 a 4
15'2'.32'.: 53? 1333 -109 4020 i 129 50SO 0 . isea -0 29 8 5
15?'.3333 6?2 330? -96 9002 -96 6734 -2.2266 <2fa 2339
152'.3333 6 2 3 3300 -e5 •-? -1 1*-■ C/ <• -84 7434 -e .2566 *£ 3016
152'.32?: 6 4 0 330? -75 6200 -74 7313 —0.8 690 1 14 9 4
153 3.3232 652 2002 -73 / 3 2 3 -89 8103 -0.8892 1 2577
15?'.3333 660 2333 -67 5000 -66 3205 -0.9795 1 ■ A 44 6 7
153 ?. 0C32 660 0300 -61 4230 -60 2852 -1.1148 * 6156
l 5 3 ' .3333 770 0300 -56 3302 -94 9325 -1 . 2675 2 4269
150".3332 7?0 2332 -52 230 0 -53 4596 -1 .5404 2 9623
15L'3 . 3S2C ?40 0200 -47 9003 -46 4023 -1.4977 ■7 1266
1523.3 2 3 J ?60 2303 -44 4C?0 -43 0388 -1.2612 1 (2 65 7
222".033? 363 2302 -136 9C23 ;i92 1460 5.2463 -2 3069
223?.3323 380 •0320 -182 1303 — 13 6 6757 4 .5757 -2 5127
203 3,33:? *22 2302 -177 2303 iiai 1736 2.9736 - 2 2424
233' .30 '■?, 473 3003 -172 2220 • 175 7234 3.5234 -2 24fcl
2233 .3332 4 4 0 332C -167 2222 • 173 0973 3 .2978 -1 8550
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TABLE X X I I I
(continued)
2 0 C S .0020 460.0300 -161.6302 -164,1059 2.5059
2003.0030 460•0003 -155.9303 • 158,1695 2.2695
2003.0033 500.2332 -149.8302 *151.5168 1.7168
2027.0330 512.4002 -146•2222 •14 7,4936 1.2936
2002 .0032 520.3302 -143.5302 *14 4 ,725a 1.2253
2003.0032 543.3302 -136.6300 *137,6535 1.0535
2037 ,0233 560.3322 -129.0303 •129,7987 2,7987
2027.0332 532.0003 -120.8302 *121,0113 2.2113
2032.0332 536 .2020 -118.1033 i lia , 1032 2 .2232
2203.0032 600.0033 -112.1223 • 1 1 1 , 4903 -2 . 6123
230 7.3333 622 * 2002 -122.9302 •102,4854 -Z .4146
2007 .0033 643.2030 -94,5332 -93,9390 -Z .5610
0W0'- .0003 652•3032 -89.4332 -88 ,8697 -Z.53Z3
2003.3323 660.3320 — 86.330 3 -05,7653 -Z .5350
232" .0033 630.2033 -79.2222 -78,1107 -Z .8 893
2007 .3333 7 ? 3 .3002 -72.6302 -71,9299 -e .6721
2C37.0{J.:g 723,2033 -67.2202 -66,2067 -Z . 7933
2 3 3 “ .03 3 3 743,3332 -61.9223 -60,9583 -2 .9417
-1 . 55c 7 
-1.4557 
-1 . 1461 
-Z . 83-3 
-Z .85-2 
-2 .7712 
- I .6191 
-Z . 1749 
-Z .302? 
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(continued)
ENTM. 0£ P A R t . POP "HE TERNARY MIXTURE 
(BWR EQ. a t  P - h  PRamETERS)
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE HEXP , ENTm . c a l c . D i r * . p e r c . d
( P S I A ) O E G . R ) <B7U/LB> £BTU/LS) ( 3 7 J / L 5 ) %)
50 2 . 2 2 2 2 3 6 0 . 3 0 3 0 - 1 9 C . 9 C 0 0 • 1 9 5 . 9 0 9 9 5 , 3 2  99 - 2 6243
5 0 2 . 2 2 2 2 3 * ? . 0 2 3 0 - 1 8 5 . 5 0 0 2 • 1 8 9 , 9 7 5 5 4 . 4 7 5 6 - 2 4 i 2S
5 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 4 3 0 . 3  2 : 3 - 1 7 5 . 7 3 0 3 • 1 8 3 . 9 3 9 5 4 . 2 - 9 5 - 2 3592
5 0 2 . 2 2 2 2 567 . 0 0 1 0 • 3 1 . 5 3 0 0 - 3 2 . 6 4 9 5 - 0 . 8 5 0 5 2 6999
5 0 2 . 2 0 3 2 5 6 3 , 2 0 0 0 - 2 6 . 6 7 3 0 - 2  ? . 5 7 6 2 - I . 3 4 3 7 *1w 5793
5 ' 2 . Z 0 Z Z 5 6 6 . 2 0 3 0 - 2 7 . 2  000 • 2 6 . 7 4 9 1 - 2 . 2 5 3 5
■ 'V 9292
50 2 . 2 2 * 2 6 Z 2 . 3 0 3 0 - 2 5 . 3 3 3 0 - 2 5 . J 7 i T - 3 . 2 2 5 3 r* c9?4
5 0 3 . 3 3 2 3 6 2 2 . 2 0 2 2 — 04 * Ol-33 - 2 2 . 9 3 3 2 a . i e a ? -P 7 g.9 7C '  1 *9 /»* m3 u , C u c v 64C .CC2Z - 2 1 . 4 0 0 0 - 2 1 . 1 9 7 5 - 0 . 2^95 e 975b
5 '  2 . £ 3.7 2 652 . C 2„0 - 2 2 . 4 0 3 0 - 2 3 . 2 3 4 2 - 3 . 1 * 5 8 2 c 12 9
5~C. ZCC0 6 6 2 . 2 2 - 0 - 1 9 . 3 0 2 0 - 1 9  . 8384 - 0 . l 6 l 6 2 e i 6 i
5 0 2 . Z 2 J C 682. 22; :  0 - 1 6 . 4 0 0 0 - 1 8 . 2 7 6 1 - 3 . 1 4 3 5 2 6735
5 0 2 . 2 3 2 2 7 0 2 . 2 0 : ? - 1 7 . 3 3 0 0 - 1 7  . >'-636 -  D . 2 w* 1 4 1 3273
5 0 . 0 * 2 0 7 2 3 . 2 2  0 3 —1 6 » 3 3 3 3 - 1 5 . 9 3 9 6 - 3 . 3 1 3 2 1 9026
5 ~ 2 . Z 3 2 2 7 4 2 . 2 0  3 0 - 1 5 . 3 0 3 0 - 1 5 . 3 1 9 3 - 3 . 2 6 * 7 8347
5 72. 20, 12 7 6 2 . 2 0 3 ? - 1 4 . 4 0 0 0 - 1 4 . 1 4 7 9 - 0 . 2 5 9 1 1 7992
1 ' 2 ' O. ZZZZ 3 6 2 * 0 2 . 2 - 1 5 9 . 6 3 0 0 • 1 9 4 . 5 3 4 4 4 , 9 5 4 4 - 2 6259
1 0 0 . 0 ? ? ? 3 8 3 . 3 0 . 0 - 1 9 4 . 5 0 0 2 • 1 8 8 . S l s 6 4 . 3 1 6 6 - 2 3396
1 0 : 2 . 2 : 2 2 4 0 2 . 2 0 : 0 - 1 7 9 . 2 7 3 2 • 1 8 3  . ^ 1 7 6 3 . 6 1 7 6 - 2 130 4
1 2 0 2 , 2 0  22 422 , 2 3 0 2 - 1 7 3 • 6 3 3 0 • 1 7 7 . 1 1 1 9 3 . 3 1 l 5 _ 1 9 2 5 6
1 0 * 3 . 2 0 1 3 4 4 3 , 2 0 3 ? —166 . »-• ? 3 Z - 1 7 0 , 9 9 7 2 2 . 9 5 2 2 - 1 7799
1 3 0 . 2 2 2 2 6 4 " . ? 2 3 2 —4 7 . 6 3 3 3 - 4 7 . 6 8 3 7 0 . 2 5 3 7 -p 1759
13 ■ 0 , 2 1. 22 6 5 2 * 2 2 . 0 - 4 4 . 7 0 3 3 - 4 4  . 5324 3 . 1 2 2 4 -  0 2962
1 2 0 2 . 3 ?  22 6 6 2 . 3 0 3 2 - 4 3 . 103C - 4 3 . 1 2 6 7 3 . 3 2  6 1 - p £619
1 2 0 2 . 2 2 2 2 6 8 2 . 0 0 3 0 - 3 9 . 5 3 3 0 - 3 9 . 3 9 2 9 - S . l ^ l l e 2 5 6 £
1 2 “ 2 . 2 3 2 2 7 0 3 . 3 2 3 0 - 3 6 . 3 0 0 3 - 3 6 . 2 6 5 1 - 0 . 3 2 < 9 nC- £962
1 2 0 2 . 2 0 2 2 723 , C2W 0 “ 3 3 • 9 2 DC - 3 3 . 5 7 7 4 - 0 . 3 2 2 6 ? 9515
15"- '  , 2 0 2 2 4 4 ? . 0 0 : ? - 1 6 7 . 6 0 0 2 - 1 7 0 . 3 2 7 6 2 . 5 2 2 = - 1 7438
1 5 0 2 . 2 2 2 2 4 4 3 . 9 6 3 ? - 1 6 o • 5 0 0 3 • 1 6 9 . 3 6 2 5 2 . 8 6 2 5 -1 7 19 2
1 5 ' 3 . 2 0 2 2 4 6 2 . 2 3 3 0 - 1 6 1 . 9 7 0 0 - 1 6 4  t 5651 2 . 6 6  51 - i 6 —62
1 5 0 2 . 2 0 2 2 482 . S D 0 - 1 5 5 . 6 3 3 0 • 1 5 6 . 2 7 2 5 2 . 6 7 2 5 - 1 7 1 7c
1 5 ~ 2 , 2 0 2 0 503 . 2 0 3 0 - 1 4 8 . 8 7 3 0 • 1 5 1 . 4 4 9 6 2 . 6 4 2 6 - 1 7 7 6 L
1 5 * 2 . 2 * :  .70 5 2 ? . 2 0 2 3 - 1 4 i . 1 0 3 3 - 1 4 3 , *  52c 2 . 6 5 2 6 - 1 8 6??
1 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 542 . 0 0 2 0 - 1 3 2 - 1 0 3 2 * l 3 4 . 6 6 6 6 2 , 5 6 6 6 _ 1 9429
1 5 0 3 , 3 0 3 3 5 6 2 , 0 0  3 0 - 1 2 1 - 5 0 3 3 - 1 2 3 . - 6 1 1 1 . 9 6 1 1 _ 1 t 141
1 5 * 3 .  2-733 5 8 2 .  003*0 - 1 C 9 . 4 C 3 3 • 1 1 2 . 3 i 3D 0 , 9 1 3 ? -k' c 3 45
1 5 * 0 . 0 * 0 0 6 0 2 . 7Z20 - 9 6 . 9 0 0 0 - 9 7 . 1 9 1 6 0 * 2 9 16 -p Z? 39
1 5 * 3 , 1 2 2 2 6 2 2 . 2 0 2 0 - 8 5 * 3 0 3 3 - 8 5 . 6 4 5 5 0 , 6 4 5 5 -e 7 5 9 4
1 5 O . 0 D B B 6 4 C . 2 0 : 0 - 7 5 . 6 7 3 0 - 7 6 . 0 2 7 3 2 . 4 2 7 3 -p. 5653
15* & , 2. ' 2 3 6 5 2 . 3 2 3 0 - 7 2 . 7 7 0 0 - 7 1 . 1 0 5 9 0 . 4 ? 5 9 -e 5742
1 5 0 2 . 3 0 3 ? 6 6 0 . 2 0 ;  ? - 6 7 . 8 3 3 0 - 6 3 . 1 3 5 6 0 . 3 3 5 6 - 0 4951
15 02. 20 , 23 6 8 0 . 2 0 3 0 - 6 1 . 4 0 0 0 - 6 1 . - 3 8 6 0 . 2 w8 6 - 0 3887
151*3 . 0230 7 0 2 . 2 2 2 3 - 5 6 - 3 0 C 0 - 5 6 . 2 2 5 3 - 0 . 2 7 * 7 3 1326
1 5 ? J . 0370 7 2 2 . 0 0 2 ? - 5 2 . 2 0 0 0 - 5 1 . 6 4 8 3 - 0 . 3 5 i 7 nt- 6 76 4
1 5 0 3 . 2 2 3 2 7 4 2 . 0 0 3 0 - 4 7 . 9 0 0 0 - 4 7 . 7 2 2 3 - 0 . 1 7 7 7 z 3712
1 5 0 2 . 3 3 2 2 7 6 0 . 0 2 3 0 - 4 4 . 4 0 0 0 - 4 4 . 3 1 1 2 - 3 . 2 8 8 8 z 2 0S1
2 2 0 3 , 2 0 0 2 3 6 2 . 3 2 3  0 - 1 8 6 • 9 0 0 0 • 1 9 1 . 7 2 7 9 4 . 8 2 7 9 - 2 5831
2 2 0 2 , 2 0 2 3 3 8 2 . 3 0 3  0 - 1 8 2 - 1 3 0 2 • 1 8 6 . 1 9 8 3 4 , 2 9 8 3 - 2 2536
2 2 0 0 , 3 3 2 3 4 0 2 . 0 2 3 3 - 1 7 7 . 2 0 3 0 * 1 8 0 . 7 2 3 1 3 . 5 2 3 1 - 1 9862
2 2 . 3 * 3 2 0 0 4 2 0 , 0 2 , - 3 - 1 7 2 - 2 0 0 0 • 1 7 5 , 2 6 2 5 3 . 0 6 2 9 - 1 7767
2 2 0 2 . 3 0 2 2 44c,ce.z - 1 6 7 . 2 0 0 0 • 1 6 9 . 7 6 8 3 2 . 7 6 8 3 _ 1 c 5 7 7
2 2 0 2 . 3 3 3 3 4 6 3 . 0 2 2 0 - 1 6 1 . 6 0 0 0 • 1 6 4 . 1 7 7 3 2 . 5 7 7 3 _ . 5949
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TABLE X X I I I
( c o n t i n u e d ) -
2029.3300 480,0ECr -155.9333 • 1 5 8 . 4ii7 2 . 5 U 7 -1.6111
29"9.0300 522. 33,. 2 -140.8033 •152.3703 2.5703 - 1 .7i58
2 2 3.3 , 0 0 0 0 512.43:3 - 1 4 & .2303 — 148,-298 2,2298 -1.5252
203 .' ,3333 522.2302 -143.5330 • 1 4 5, 92i2 2 .42i2 -1.6572
23 "3. 3330 5 4 0 ,30.2 -136.6333 •138,3963 2.2560 -1 . 6303
23 '".0302 563.22,2 -129.3200 •131.1339 2.1065 -1.6348
233 3,3300 583 ,03.:Z -123.8330 •122.4657 1.6657 -1 .3739
2 0~J,3233 586,22.2 -113.1230 •119.0354 1.5354 -1,30 31
22"3*0D30 602.2233 -112.1303 •113.1352 1.3952 - S i 9 o 6 0
2 2 "3 .2333 623 . 32 ' 2 -122•9330 • 1 0 3 . ?i63 3.9163 - S . k 9 12
2 3 ~ J . 2 3 C 2 640 ,23.Z -94.3332 -94 , 9 J 36 3.40 36 - - . 4 2 7 1
23 3 3.0 3 30 652.32:2 -99.4000 - 8 9 .9i46 3.5146 -3.5756
2 3 C j ,2 3 03 660.3033 -96.3230 -8 6 ,"592 3.4592 -0 .5321
23 "2 . 2 303 683.3233 -79.3333 - 7 9 . 452 4 3,4924 -2.6107
2'J"3.37:3 720.22:3 -72.6233 -73 . U 9 2 3.4492 -S . *i87
23*,3 .3383 723,22:2 - 6 7.3 33 3 -6 7 . 3 8 1 9 3 .3 3 i9 -■2.57-':
23 33,20 20 7 40.0023 - 6 i .9033 -62.3d62 3.4C62 -0 .7 = 55
T - 1 9 5 1
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